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The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are. held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered'to be 
discontinued 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1104 Chestnut Street,. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
‘ EDITOR8 
W. S. B. MATHEWS, JOHN S. VAN CLEVE, 
JOHN C. FILLMORE, E. E. AYRES, 
Mbs. HELEN D. TRKTBAR. 
Elawxging Editorj THEODORE PKESSKR. 
(Mitered at PhUadelphia Pott OJ)lee as Second-class flatter.) 
[The following few numbers of “ Brief Hints” were found on Dr. 
Thayer’s desk after his unfortunate death, and are, without doubt, 
his last writings. We are indebted to his Wife, who has placed them 
at ourjLUposaf for public print.—Ed.] 
BRIEF HINTS AT ODD TIMES. 
authority. You are then to use your judgment in apply- eminent position in the community, and soon has his 
ing it to pupils of all degrees of ability. With talented debts paid off, and possesses a little competency for; a 
pupils yon may safely go on more rapidly than with rainy day, and at last enjoys the results of a well-spent 
others of less ability. There are as few rules that will fit life. To be sure, he has a deal of hard work, and many 
all pupils as there are coats that will fit all persons, a fight for fame; but that is what makes men and women, 
Like the tailor, you must take their measure and cut the and is what we are here for. It is either fight or fail. 
cloth accordingly. 
Of course thjre are certain parts and truths that all 
must learn and know thoroughly; bnt the main point is 
that judgment and discretion must be used at all times. 
As this comes only by experience, I do not see how you 
can, get them except by learning from one who has had 
this experience in all its forms. Otherwise you must 
grope in darkness until yon are old in years and the best 
part of your life is gone. It will then be rather late to 
It must be one or the other, 
would recommend. 
Tell us which plan you 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE MUSIO 
ASSOCIATION. 
TEACHERS’ 
As announced at the close of the meeting of the Music 
teachers” National Association in this city, that Mr. 
derive benefit for yourself or .others. I know of no one *L H. Gittings, Vice President of the Music Teachers’ 
I who has heeded these laws who has failed of success. National Association for Pennsylvania, would meet with 
BY EUGENE THAYER, MUS. DOC. 
Number . Seven.—There is rarely a day that some 
young teacher does not ask me a question like this: 
Must I give Btudy No. 6 at once after study No. 6? 
Why, bless your heart, there is no must about the mat¬ 
ter at all. “ One’s meat is another’s poison ; ” what 
wonld benefit one pupil might do another decided harm. 
Many good studies, said to be arranged in progressive 
order, are only progressive for a pupil with the proper 
previous training. Yon must use discretion; and this is 
the only “ must ” I know of in teaching. 
First. Find out the pupil’s strong point,- and then 
let everything be brought to bear to strengthen that 
For instance : You have a pupil who plays runs well and 
chords poorly. . Waste no time in giving that pupil 
chords ; he will some time learn all he needs to know 
about chords, but he will never excel in chord playing if 
he studies forever. His hands are probably not fitted 
for chords, and you are only wasting his time and 
strength by working in the wrong direction- Ducks 
Bwim well, therefore let them go into the water; they do 
not walk well, and therefore are better off in water than 
on land,. 
Number Eight.—Have selUrel lance. I often read 
the qlfetion8 and answers in the music journals with 
feelings akin to dismay. They seem to imply a hopeless 
state of helplessness on the part of these young teachers. 
If you do -not know how to teach, go at once to competent 
anthority and learn how. Of course, you at once reply, 
“ We have not the money, find cannot do it.” Borrow 
it, then. You can soon earn it back with ihe increased 
power it will give you. If you wait to earn it, you will 
be too old to -profit by it. . ■ 
The ignorant man is the one who ignores laws; but, as 
the laws keep on Jun-Ybeir eternal force, they are con¬ 
tinually defeating, his best efforts, and he wonders why 
he fails; the wonder is that he has any snccess at all. It 
i$ dangerous jto walk on the railroad track and ignore 
the approach of the locomotive; the -result is easily 
-foretold. 
There are many ways to reach .this knowledge at such 
a price as you can afford. I have already given you 
some of the facts and figures. The Germans have a 
saying, “If you wait for the-grass to grow, the cow may 
die.” - 
Number Nine.—Use freedom. and discretion. The 
main point is to get a good method from .some, reliable 
n
m T, the music teachers of his State in the green room of the Number Ten.—It will be your lot in life to see un- . , , ® 
, . j , . , . i . . . Academy of Music for the purpose of organizing a State 
educated men—more plainly, charlatans and empirics— . — , , , . . , . ° , ,, 
,, , , Music Teachers’ Association, such meeting was held, 
come to your city, and, for awhile, see them have abun- 
. , ,, , with the following gentlemen present: from Phila- danf and apparently great snccess, greater than older and , , . mu u- rr n mu j n rr o n 
. * u 4r a u . delphia—Th. Presser, H. G. Thunder, C. H. Seitz, C. better teachers. Your first impulse will be to envy them, . „ * _ T , ’ _ , , ’ , .. „ 
, ’ i j *u i r j , , u c A. Hartman, v. Ingle, S. Behrens, A. R. Taylor, C. H. 
and conclude that fraud and humbng are more successful ’ TTT.„. ’ . . _ , 
, , .i ... ... , , Jarvis, r. S. Law and William Wolsieffer; from ritts- 
than -rnn I wrAnrh • t*t« rnh rb/im n m hi la nn/i nAmn Hn«t wsvn ' * than real worth ; watch the  awhile, and some day yon , _ „ 
rrii v , it. •, burgh—J. lli GrittiDgSf Da vRrtfir &nd Ad Focrstcr j 
will miss them. They have gone to another city to re- * ® . T . 
. P . ,, , from Ene—G. F. Brierly; from Norristown—J. March ; 
peat the experiment, and you will not be further troubled ., ~ „ „ , . . 
. , ■, T ’ , , . . . , from Easton—C. E. Knanss, and from Scranton, E. E. 
with them. 1 recall a dozen noted instances of such peo- a a . ’ , 
. . ... . . .T , , , Sonthworth. Mr. Gittings called the meeting to order, 
pie—all of them vanished now. Never have the slightest n l ... ,. T , , , , - , declining to act as chairman, when Mr. Ih. rresser was 
ranV r\ T rknm I i b a I onn k’o »Anw/l f ban I n of Knt Iah a nnn ° 
A /* 1 f *1 * t <1 . * , A 1 UOV1IUIUK IV ovv no vuc»huiu»u. nuou i u *- avoov*. i» wofear of them. Like Jonah s gourd they last but for a day. , . . * , . , ,■> m. j 
„ f , , p, elected temporary chairman, and Mr. H. G. Ihunder 
Once their deceit is found out they have no farther ^ mi c ^ i » j j 
. - temporary secretary. Ihe first resolution offered and 
power- A lie m any form is short-lived and cannot, by , 1 -» • m j ? 
.... . .... J unanimously passed was, that a btate Music ieachers 
any possibility, be hidden. Be sure of that. Your . 
steady industry, if well directed, ^absolutely sure to 
triumph. “Truth is mighty and will prevail.” Do 
right and fear not. 
How to vanquish them: First, get an education. Do 
not try to get a complete one to start with unless you 
have plenty of money. Study enough with ;■ some first- 
class teacher to make a successful start in your career, 
relying upon some future opportunity to complete what 
you have bo well begun. This beginning will probably 
cost you, all told* not more than four or five hundred 
Association be formed for Pennsylvania, and that those 
present form the nucleus of each Association. It was 
then resolved to proceed to the election of permanent 
officers, which resulted as follows: President, Wm. Wol¬ 
sieffer, of Philadelphia ; Vice-President, J. H. Gittings, 
of Pittsburgh; Secretary, H. G. Thunder.of Philadelphia; 
Treasurer, F. S. Law, of Philadelphia_^-Executive 
Committee, C. A. Hartman, of Philadelphia, cukirman; 
C. D. Carter and Ad Foerster, of Pittsburgh; Pro¬ 
gramme Committee, C. H. Jarvis, chairman ; S. Behrens 
and A. R. Taylor, all of Philadelphia, and E. E. South- 
dollars, in any of our great cities, A start in any other WQrth ofScrantoIlj alt8rnate. It was further resolved, 
profession would coat yon from three to four thousand that the Executive Committee be directed to formulate a 
dollars. In a former article I gave the approximate cost Con8tituti that the fir3fc meeting be held in Phila- 
a three months course, and you can easily estimate deIphia during the,coming Christmas holidays, and that 
. , , . the yearly dues be fixed at $1.00. At a meeting of the 
The beginning is the hardest part, mainly because it ffi held Ja, 18th# 1889 the work before them was 
Lnn ikn «»»» L. « 4-U J T 4. . A— — i. „ " ’ ' 
of a t ree onths’ coarse, and yon can easily esti ate 
from that. _ 
takes the most faith and courage. It seems too great a 
risk ! Well, it is a great risk, and so is-everything ; but 
the successful ones are, the only ones who lave taken 
this risk! “Nothing venture, nothing have.” So it 
seems to be a case of “ sink or swim,” with the option 
l$n your side, and on your choice depends the whole 
success and happiness of your life. Please remember 
that I did not make theBe laws, but am only telling you 
of them, and I beg of you not to think of me as hard¬ 
hearted. If yonr house were on fire, it would not be a 
kind man who passed quietly by for fear of disturbing 
your Blumbers. 
An honest contrast of two students will best Bhow the 
point at issue. This contrast I have often seen in life : 
Two young people start out in life to make a name 
| and a living. A. B. is afraid to Bpend all this money 
i and take all this risk. . He wins neither fame nor 
money; he has a small reputation and can command 
only second- or third,rate pay; his life has no inspiration, 
and his only prospects are hard work and poor re¬ 
muneration. 
C. D. .takes the other plan. He gets a good education 
at the outset; he enjoys the fruits of a well-earned and 
earnestly discussed and. partly outlined. A call circular 
is being prepared to be distributed throughout the State. 
It was decided to reorganize the Philadelphia Musical 
Journal as the official organ of the Pennsylvania State 
Music Teachers’ Association. There was great una¬ 
nimity and enthusiasm at the meeting, with a strong de¬ 
sire to equal the great success last June at Hudson, New 
York, of the first meeting of the New York State Mu¬ 
sic Teachers’ Association. No one seemed to doubt 
the possibility of a grand success, and it only needs the 
same Bpirit to pervade the music teachers throughout the 
State to insure it. By Fall the officers and committees 
will have, their work under. way, and appear to be der 
termined to push it vigorously. -Now let all interested m 
the establishment of a State Mnsic Teachers’ Associa¬ 
tion respond to their call, and give them all possible aid 
and assistance. i 
Music is the only one of all the arts that dqjes Jitrti 
corrupt the mind;—TMontesquieu. , , j ■* 
- I verily think, and am not ashamed to sayr, that* hext 
to Divinity, no art iB comparable to masdc,-—Martin 
[Luther. - 
114 HE ETUDE 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
[All matter Intended for tbis Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. Tketbar, Box 2920, New York City.] 
HOME. 
The Claremont, N. EL, Music Festival will be held on 
August 25th and 26th. Misb Hattie Clapper, the con¬ 
tralto, yill appear. 
The ninth annual series of summer nights’ concerts at 
Chicago, under the direction of Theodore Thomas, began 
on July 1st and will continue five weeks. 
The New York and the Brooklyn Philharmonic Socie¬ 
ties will give their usual series of six concerts next winter, 
beginning in November and ending in April. 
The New American Opera Company Gustav Hinrichs, 
conductor, resumed ite summer performances at the 
Philadelphia Grand Opera House-on July 16th. 
Miss Nrally Stevens, the pianist, has been filling 
sixty-three concert engagements during the past musical, 
season. They extended from Boston to Kansas City. 
Mr. Abbey has engaged Mme. Albani for his operatic 
tonr that will open in Chicago next December. Mme. 
Albani will alternate with Mme. Patti. The troupe in¬ 
cludes Del Puente. 
The United Scandinavian Musical Societies of America 
held a conclave at Chicago recently. Vocal selections, 
both choral and solos, were given at a concert that at¬ 
tracted 3000 listeners. An orchestra also participated. 
Dame Rumor promises ns a goodly number of dis¬ 
tinguished foreign visitors next winter. She whispers 
such names as Saint Saens, Massenet, De Pachmann, 
D'Albert. Otio Hegner, Sarasate, Edward Lloyd, the 
tenor, and Arthur Friedheim. 
Prof. Benjamin Owen, aged fifty-four years, died in 
Ishpenning. Mich., of apoplexy. He was a Swede, and 
came to America with Ole Bull about thirty- years ago. 
He was a composer of popular music, and has traveled 
with Nilsson and several Opera Companies. * 
The new Music Hall on the site of the old Cyclorama 
in New York City, is nearly completed. It is on the 
corner of Madison Avenue and fifty-ninth Street, and 
will seat 1800 persons. This hall will be dedicated by 
the Theodore Thomas Orchestra on September 1st, be¬ 
ginning a series of concerts to last six weeks. 
FOREIGN. 
Max Heinrich is giving vocal recitals in London, Eng. 
Mme. Carlotti Patti de Munck died in Paris on 
June 28th. 
Carl Heymasn, the brilliant piano-virtuoso, died at 
Frankfort, Germany. 
Anton Dvorak has been decorated with the Austrian 
Order of the Iron Cross. — 
Carl Rosa’s fortune, left practically to his wife, 
amounts to almost $400,000. 
A monument to the song-composer, Franz Abt, was 
unveiled at Wiesbaden this summer. 
The receipts at the performance of Handel’s “Mes¬ 
siah,” at the Trocadero, Paris, amounted to $9000. 
, The violinist Eugene Ysaye has been made a Knight 
of the Order of the Italian Cross by the King of Italy. 
Mozart’s “Don Jnan” has been performed 213 
ngiienots” 821 
; 
times in Paris, and Meyerbeer’s “ Les Huj 
times. 
The tenor Tamagno made bis first appearance as 
Otello in Verdi’s Opera, at the Lyceum Theatre, London, 
July 6th. 
Rubinstein’s latest opera, “ Garaacha,” is to be pro¬ 
duced at bis approaching birthday festivities in St 
Peteraburgh. 
Johannes Brahms, has completed his new composi¬ 
tion : jFeat und Gedankspruche, written for an eight- 
voiced chorus a capella. J 
Mme. Etelka Gerster appeared twice in opera at 
Kroll's Theatre. Berlin. Her first appearance was in 
Lucia di Lammermoor.” 1 
Eugen d’Albert played. the G major concerto by 
Beethoven in Madrid lately. _ It had never beforib,. been 
beard in the Spanish capital. 
At a recent London Philharmonic concert there were 
three soloists: Pachmann, the pianist, Teresina Ina 
and Hermine Spiess, a singer. - 
The Emperor of Germany has set aside the sum of 
$20,000 annually, to be devoted to a season of Italian 
opera at the Berlin Opera House. 
A new orchestral and vocal composition, entitled 
“Dolores,” by the one-armed pianist, Count Geza 
Zichy, was performed at Budapest. ' 
Young Otto Hegneb, the pianistic prodigy, will give 
fifty concerts in America between next November and 
May, 1890. He is to receive $2'»,000. 
The Bay rent h Feati va 1 opened brilliantly with “Parsi¬ 
fal.” The cable reports that Mme. Materna and the 
tenor "Van Dyck carried off the honors. 
Mme. Nordica has been singing the part of Elsa in 
“ Lohengrin,” and Mme. Albani the part of Eva in “ Die 
Meistersinjger,” at Covent Garden, London,, Eng. 
Mme. Sembrich has been received with enthusiasm in 
Paris during her recent appearances iu opera at the 
Gaiety Theatre. She has alBO been singing in. London. 
Conductor Nikisch has made his farewell bow before 
the" Leipsic music-lovers prior to. his departure for Bos¬ 
ton. It was at a performance of “Fidelio” on June 
80th. - 
Max Alvary will spend next winter in Europe. He 
will probably accept an invitation from the Monnaie 
Theatre, Brussels, to sing Siegfried in the French lan¬ 
guage. 
The family of the distinguished violinist Alard, who 
died, have presented his favorite violin to the museum 
of the PariB Conservatoire. It is a Joseph Guarnenus 
of great value. 
An opera entitled “The Castle of Kronberg,” of 
which" the King of Sweden is both the composer and 
librettist, iB now in course of preparation at several Ger¬ 
man opera houses. 
London is to have German opera by two companies 
next year. One of these, under Angelo Neumann, will 
erform Wagner’s operas, including the “ Niebelung 
ing,” “Die Meistersinger” and “Tristan and Isolde.*7 
The last composition from Beethoven’s pen—said to 
be such, at least—has been acquired by the Beethoven 
Mnsenm.at Heiligenstadd. It is a humorous canon and 
has hitherto been in the possession of Karl Holz, the 
master's friend. 
It is rumored that Jules Masseret will visit America 
next season and will produce his operas: “Esclar- 
monde,” “ Herodiade,” “ Le Cid ” ana “ Manon.” He 
will lead the orchestra, and Miss Sybil Sanderson will be 
the prima donna. 
The Hamburg Music Festival, held on September 
9th—13th, will be under Hans v. Blilow’s direction. He 
will perform the “Emperor” concerto, and the orches 
tra is to number 120 members. 
Mme. Jaell, the widow of the celebrated pianist, 
Alfred -Taell, has jnst concluded in Paris a series of six 
piano recitals, at which she played the thirty-two sonatas 
by Beethoven. She is said to have been very successful. 
Mr. 7an der Stucken's American concert at the 
Trocadero, in Paris, took place on July 12th. E A. 
Macdowell’s Second Concerto was played by the com 
poser; Romance and Polonaise for violin and orchestra, 
by H- H. Hubs, was rendered by Willis-Nowell. The 
purely orchestral works were the overtures “ In the 
Mountains,” Arthur Foote, “Melpomene,” G. W. 
Chadwick, and the festival overtui'e-'“ Star-Spangled 
Banner,” Dudley Buck; Suite d’Orchestra,” Van der 
Stncken, Prelude, “(Edipe Roi,” J. K. Paine, and 
“Scene de Carnival,” Arthur Bird. 
TEACHING AS IT IS AND AS IT MAY BE* 
Since it is quite impossible in the allotted time for any 
one to speak at length upon all the ways in which the 
teacher’s work may be improved, may I be permitted to 
emphasize one point which, as it seems to .me, our pro¬ 
fession needs to ponder. Many a teacher, conscientious 
in all other matters, fails in this one particular, and 
usually fails through thoughtlessness or ignorance. 
I speak of common honesty, and my argument is this, 
that the engagement between teacher and pupil is that of 
a business contract, and as such is to be fionestly ful¬ 
filled. ; 
The contract requires, on the part of the pnpil, the 
payment of a certain fee for the time and services of the 
teacher during a specified number of weeks, and we have 
the decision of the courts that lessons engaged (whether 
taken or not) must be paid for. 
On the part of the teacher, the contract includes regu¬ 
larity in lesson hours (otherwise we have no claim on 
the pupil), punctuality, and the giving of every possible 
item of help_t° the pnpil during every minute of the 
lesson.’ 
There is need to emphasize the valne of promptness 
in pnpil and teacher, even though some pne, evidently- 
lazy, has spoken disparagingly of it as “ that disagree¬ 
able American punctuality.” _j (* 
Regularity in lessons is also to be emphasised because 
of the influence it has on the pupil. ( J\ 
In these two, and in many other ways, which have 
been and will be mentioned Jin this discussion, we may 
make decided advancement upward, and give no occa¬ 
sion to the pupil to quote Emerson’s remark, “If yon 
would lift me you must be on higher ground than I.” ^ 
We shall carefully ponder such suggestions as come to 
ns to-day from experienced teachers, but are we not in 
danger of forgetting this other important thought? And 
is not one of our greatest needs the. attention to and 
practice of common honesty? A few illustrations will 
make clear my thought. 
*fBead.before the M. T. N. A. at Philadelphia, 
I have known of one teacher of high repute who 
walked about the warerooms exhibiting pianos to pur¬ 
chasers during the lesson boor, compelling the pupil to 
await his pleasure, and making no restitution for loss of 
the pupil’s time. Another, who set his pupil to work 
and then went out to get shaved at the barber shop. A 
third, who met friends in ah adjoining room, and there 
spent the lime in conviviality. A fourth, who was often 
late at the lesson, and closed it before . the end of the 
hoar. 
Illustrations could be multiplied indefinitely, and all 
would prove that an honest fulfillment of the contract 
was far from the teacher’s thought. 
Since our age is so intensely practical, allow me to still 
further illustrate by one practical application, even at the 
risk of causing smiles or criticisms. - 
The teacher who charges sixty dollars for twenty hoar- 
lessons receives payment at the rate of five cents per 
minute. If he cuts the lessons short ten minutes at either 
end, or uses such time for his own private business or 
pleasure without restitution, he is defrauding the pupil 
of fifty cents each time. 
If par art is of and leads to the good, the true, the 
beautiful (and we believe that it is and does), we, as 
teachers, ought to avoid such practices as are contradic¬ 
tory to and inconsistent with our beliefs. 
There is nothing beautiful in tardiness, nothing good 
in slighted work, nothing true in such dishonest prac¬ 
tices as are suggested above ; and my plea is, therefore, 
for more of conScientions attention to all details, even in 
the business contract. 
In the best book ever published for the guidance of 
teachers stands one sentence which should ever be before 
our eyes, “ Be ye also perfect.” If we would act upon 
such a hint, all so-called minor matters would seem as 
important as the larger ones, and our profession would 
take on a better character and reputation, even such as 
befits those who are votaries of the Divine Art. 
E. B. Story. 
MASON'S TOUCH AND TE0HNI0. 
BY g. w. hunt. 
For various reasons it is a matter for general congrat¬ 
ulation among music teachers that the publisher of The 
Etude will soon publish in concise and yet complete 
form the Mason “Two-Finger Exercises.” As the price 
of each copy will be but trifling, this will briDg them 
within the reach of every one, and still better, teachers 
will learn from this new edition the exact numbers which 
Mason himself uses after several years of experience in 
teaching them to his pupils. At the present time Mason 
uses only a few of those which are to be found in the 
Ditson edition (a large and expensive work), believing 
that the value of all is found in a certain few, if these 
few be used in the proper way. These two finger exer¬ 
cises, so simple in their way, yet so ingeniously worked 
out in different forms by the author, are seldom correctly 
understood, and for this reason alone~are not as mac?; 
used as they otherwise would be. Bnt they-aie gradu¬ 
ally making their way year by year as they are becoming 
better known, and it is doubtful if any teacher who has 
given them a fair trial will ever substitute other finger 
exercises in their place. The trouble lies in the fact that 
it is almost or perhaps quite impossible to explain on 
paper how to practice them correctly. The only way to 
understand them thoroughly is to study them with the 
author in person, or someone of his private pupils; how¬ 
ever, much may be gained by intelligent teachers from a 
careful study of the printed copy. I have on several oc¬ 
casions heard teachers speak in most uncomplimentary 
terms of these two-finger exercises, but in every case 
have found that these same people had never studied 
them and really knew nothing about them, and when 
later on they were induced to give them a trial, they be¬ 
came enthusiastic in their praise, and finally adopted 
them altogether in their own practice and in their teach¬ 
ing, declaring that as they used them year after year they 
saw more and more their value. So it is with the two- 
finger exercise, the valne of which the pupil can never 
exhaust, though he practice them for a lifetime. Several 
years ago, when Dr. Mason first began to use this exer¬ 
cise, certain other teachers were inclined~ttrtaTn them 
into ridicule by calling them Mason’s *1 little two finger 
exercise^,” “ small potatoes,” etc. Mason paid ho atten¬ 
tion to/t eir remarks, bat went his own way, using t n 
regujdrly in his teaching, and finally his pupils turned 
oat so well that the other teachers began to wonder; 
“how he did it.” It is gratifying"to note that several 
of those same teachers have at last disc the value 
of these’ exercises and are now using them in their daily 
work, and have become strong advocates of the same. 
Mason is, indeed, a great teacher. If there is a greater 
piano teacher living, who is he or she? • 
Mason’s system of scale and arpeggio practice is as 
original and valuable as that of the finger exercise, bat 
whoever becomes acquainted with the two-finger ’exer-. 
cise will also waqtto learn his system of technical study 
throughout, and will be likely tb do so. 
Erie, Pa., July 22d, 1889. 
Questions an3 &nswei[s. 
Ques.—Please tell me through The Etude or letter 
the meaning of the short staves and the word Opure before 
them, in the song, “ Bid Me Good Bye ;” also meaning 
of md> ins and mg on page 3 of “ Sweet Bye and Bye,” 
composed by J. P. Webster and transcribed by Ed. 
Hoffman? A. L. C. 
Ans.—-1. The extra staff in the song referred to con 
tains another form of the melody. It simply means that 
you can take your choice of the two ways given. In 
this case the extra staff gives the melody without orna¬ 
mentation. 
2. Md, Ms mean right hand and Mg means left. 
Ques.—Who are the musicians represented by the 
characters in “ Charles Auchester,” the novel by Miss 
Berger ? . A. B. 
Ans.—It has been supposed that the authoress had the 
following musicians in mind: Zelter, Joachim, Jenny 
Lind. Stendale, Bennett and Mendelssohn, which are rep¬ 
resented by the following characters in the novel: Aron- 
ach, Chas. Auchester, Julia Bennett, Starwood Burney, 
and Seraphael. 
• Ques.—I would like to ask J. C. Fillmore what he 
would recommend for first pieces for children. I find it 
difficult to collect a sufficient number of very easy 
pieces, if the teacher uses no instruction book or studies. 
K. L. 
Ans.—This question is by no means an easy one. But 
K. L. is mistaken in supposing that I use neither instruc¬ 
tion book nor etudes. I use Mason & Headley’s Easy 
System for Beginners (not the Piano School, an earlier 
book and not so progressive or practical). By thejime 
pupils are two-thirds through this book they are ready 
for such pieces as Gurlitt’s “ The Fair,” Ryder’s 
“Nightfall,” G. W. Warren’s “Song of the Robin,” 
Dorn’s “ Break of Morn,” Barnett’s “ Barcarolle ” 
(Weber), Beethovenla ‘!Fiir Elise ” (Album Leaf), 
Grieg’s “ Album Leaf,” etc. Then they soon jget to 
Mathew’s “Studies in Phrasing,” etc., and the easier 
Mozart sonatas. When pupils come to me ill-prepared. 
I often find that Brunner’s 50 Etudes, Op. 23, are of 
great service. ■ 
Ques.—Please give me the proper pronunciation and 
metronome marks of BohOme Polka, Rubinstein, and 
March Funebre- of Beethoven. My teacher insists on 
pronouncing the first as if spelled Bohem and the last as 
Funeb. 
Ans.—Your teacher is about right. The latter should 
be pronounced Feu narb. The metronome marks we 
have ruled out of the Question and Answer column, 
as such information is almost of no general interest. 
Ques.—Will you please tell me, through The Etude. 
what to do for a pupil whose hands seem to stiffen .when 
attempting to play anything rapidly? M. W. 
Ans.—Let her play rapid passages, at first very softly, 
as the combination of- rapidity and force generally pro¬ 
duce tension in a young player’s hand sufficient to stiffen 
it. Train the hand in rapid playing on a few notes at a 
time, as, for example, on successivegrbups of five notes, 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5, 1 2 3 4 5 
thus: (Righthand), FGABC, GABO D, AB C DE, 
etc., each group played as rapidly as possible; .followed 
by a Blight pause to allow time for entire relaxation of 
^the whole hand. This exercise played up and down the 
keyboard several^ times, the above order, of notes and 
figures being unused, in descending, will do much towardr 
overcoming the fault you mention. We recommend, 
also, practicing the scales rather quickly, accenting the 
first of every two notes, every three, every four, etc., at 
first with each hand alone ; likewise the rapid playing of 
almost any exercise, study, or piece , that has been tho¬ 
roughly learned^at. least a year ago, but the minimum of 
mentaleffort shall be required, for we often observe a 
sudden tightening of the. muscles when a-pupil encoun¬ 
ters any slight trouble in reading, 
Ques.—An old-fashioned choir singer of fifty years 
ago would like to inquire of the editors of The Etude 
why, with the great advance in music, the favorite church 1 
tunes for congregational singing still Continue to- be 
Boylston, Buckingham, Bethany, etc. Can’t somebody 
write something better for the old familiar hymns ? V - ■ Mrs. 0. B, M. .i 
Ans.—The whole subject of church music is a serious 
one, and a perplexity that cannot be readily solved. If 
fifty members of any congregation, persons of the ave¬ 
rage musical taste, could be induced to give their views 
on this question, you might be surprised to find how 
great a'diversity of opinions exist. Some want music 
closely approaching a concert; some prefer only what 
every member of the congregation can sing; while others 
present suggestions so confused that no one could gueBS 
what was wanted. Now, so long as this great diversity 
of tastes exists, neither old tunes nor new will satisfy the 
demands of either half of the average congregation. 
Some hymns are so closely associated with certain tunes 
thateither unavoidably recalls the other ;. and apparently 
no really better music would seem to be so desirable in 
this.connection as the old, familiar tunes. When Amer¬ 
ican congregations are converted to the undoubted truth 
that the choral will suit more hymns and outwear more 
“ tunes” than any other form of hymn-music, there will 
be not only a closer agreement as to the best music for 
church worship, but the music itself will be more 
reverent, more devotional, and better suited to the time 
and place. 
QuES.—Through The Etude please state what we 
may truthfully call “ classical music.” What compo¬ 
sers, besides the old masters, write classical music? 
Also, please give the names of a few composers who 
rank the highest in standard piano music; 
Mrs. A. C. S. 
' Ans.—Many persons who use language rather loosely, 
apply the adjective classic to anything that they like ex¬ 
ceedingly, while some others connect it with none but 
old music—as though age wrought in it some mage 
change. Again, music that is the best of its Jrind is 
sometimes called classicbut certainly this word has no 
place in connection with dance-music, or with similarly 
light compositions. With Borne exceptions, classic music 
is that which is written according, to some pre-adopted 
and nearly invariable form, such as a sonata, a rondo, a 
fugue, etc., and which is moreover beautiful in itself. 
True strictness of form is not enough to render music 
classical, nor is musical elegance alone; but both must 
be combined. According to this definition, not every 
composition by an old master is technically classical, 
however beautiful it may be. As noteworthy exceptions 
to this strict standard we would mention Buch really 
classical pieces as the fantaisie which forms the first 
movement in Mozart’ & fantaisie and sonata in C minor; 
Beethoven’s andante favori in F major, etc. If you 
adopt our definition, of course any one, however modern, 
who writes music conforming to this standard, is a 
classic writer. 
Among modern writers of standard pianoforte music, 
whose names you ask, we would mention Rheinberger, 
Raff (no1 longer living), Jensen, X. Scharwenka, ,H. 
Huber, and last and best (in the writer’s opinion), 
Rubinstein, besides others. 
If our younger composers will attempt to write a few 
pieces of the pure, classic school, their respect, yes, their 
reverence, for the old masters will be greatly increased. In 
no other way can one learn so fully to understand the 
true worth of classical music. 
' If you will^ive me a little information in The Etude, 
through Mr, Mathews, on a subject-! am not well up in, 
I will feel very grateful. 
When I resume my piano instruction in the Fall it is 
. imy intention to give lessons in classes besides privately, 
which is something I have never done before. 
1 have read with interest the articles in The Etude by 
Mr. Fillmorjh; and others,"and have come to the conclu¬ 
sion that wixhprpper. care pupils in classes ought to be¬ 
come proficient. 
What I wiould like~to know is:— 
1. How shall I start, with these class scholars ? Sup¬ 
pose I obtain two beginners, and one soon proves to be 
superior to the other, and I have no scholar of her equal 
to put with her, what am I to do in this case? ' ' ' 
2. Should not the two pupils play technical exercises 
at the same time ? 
8. Would it not be good, in cases of advanced scholars, 
to 1ai e tl am lei rn arra ig * or two j ios1 
4. Suppose one pupil comes to me and wishes to take 
class lessons, and 1 have no other one to teach with her, 
what am I to do? 
i* or • l! nligh er « hi h andaimilar jpestibn 
you will’greatly c ilige me ' J. E.’Pi 
1. ;EtyoB^.(Wly;tfO'f.jppil* to class together, you 
may have trouble. But the class will not necessarily be 
unprofitable because one goes faster titan the other. If 
you find that the; slower one is very much discouraged or 
that the brighter one is bored by the dullness of the 
other, you may find it best to separate them. My own 
plan is to have, no Finally, four pupils in an hour; but 
Fallow at least two and a half hours for eight, or three 
hours for ten, letting one class run over into the other. 
There are sometimes as many as eight or ten pupils in 
the room at once. But I have to be careful to put no one 
in the class whose work will not be profitable to the rest. 
If I find I have such a pupil, I appoint her to come 
before the rest and take her lesson before they get 
there, or else I have her last, and the rest leave. Thus, 
she gets the benefit of the class while I avoid boring the 
rest. 
2. I do not think it well to have two pupils play tech¬ 
nical exercises at'the same time. I think all class les¬ 
sons ought to be individual, just as much as if they were 
private lessons. 
3. Arrangements for four hands, whether for one or 
two pianos, are mainly useful, as I think, for reading 
exercises and for time. I seldom use them in class, but 
recommend pupils to do them outside of their regular 
work. 
4. One pupil does not make a class. Tell her she will 
have to take privately until you can class her properly. 
Or tell her to get some friend .to go in with her—three 
or four friends, if possible. It is much better to pnt 
those together who like to be together. 
You will learn more about class teaching by doing it 
six months than anybody can tell you in six years. 
Nothing will take the place of experience, and, above 
all, of common sense. You will soon learn to depend on 
your own judgment. J. C. F. 
The Telephone Organ —A very interesting patent 
for a musical device iB that issued to A. J. Reynolds, of 
Philadelphia, for a resonator for pianos or organs. The 
invention consists essentially of a resonating chest or 
cavity, which, being attacked to reed organs, has the 
effect of modifying the peculiarly shrill quality of tone 
of instruments of this class, and rendering them rounder 
and fuller, by strengthening the fundamenialand lower 
partials in the klang. When applied to pianos it enor¬ 
mously increases their volume of tone, making the up¬ 
right piano essentially a grand piano in breadth of tone. 
The invention has been examined by various experts, 
and certain English correspondents have expressed them¬ 
selves in the highest terms concerning it. _InJUhicago 
it has been endorsed by such judges as Mr. George W. 
Lyon, I. N. Camp, W. 8. B. Mathews, etc. 
Wht Girls Should Plat the Violin.—Louis Lom¬ 
bard says in the Richfield News:,In musical culture, 
the study of the v.olin is of prime importance. Careful 
practice upon a string instrument refines the ear. and 
trains that organ to a. nice perception of tone and in¬ 
tonation. A violin can always be tuned perfectly, and 
at a moment’s notice, The violin is portable; can be 
carried easily anywhere, thereby saving the player the 
inconvenience of performing upon an unfamiliar instru¬ 
ment. A good violin can be secured for less money than 
a bad piano. A violinist of average attainments can 
touch tne heart of listeners, while it requires a Chopin 
or a Liszt to produce a similar impression with the cold 
and ungrateful pianoforte, and the violin lends itself with 
ease to the production of pathetic effects. The position 
of the violiD player iB more graceful than that of the 
pianist." I can hardly conceive anything more charming 
to the eye or more pleasing to the ear than a beautiful 
woman playing well on the violin. •'Punctilious mothers 
should dismiss doubts as to the propriety of their daugh¬ 
ters playing the violin, for that instrumentis now popular 
among women of the highest class. Princesses scrape 
through Kreutzer’s studies,, and I might say, d propos. 
that Mrs. Cleveland is a recent addition to the list of 
prominent violin amateurs. 
Music was taught to Achilles in order to moderate Idf 
passions.—Homer. f 
AU musical people seem to be happy. It is the Dne 
grossing pursuit,-—utmost the only inuocent and unpun¬ 
ished passion.—Sydney Smith. ... :-SK'if§§|| 
\I7’ANTEp:-i-A:':position as ^fiirec^^;b^^U8i^i^ ■ T: school, or as teacher of pianq ahd vocal mash 
Address Mrs. A. B. W., care Etude office. 
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WM. H. SHERWOOD OH IMPROVED METHODS 
* OP PIANOFORTE TEAOHIHS.* 
AN ESSAY READ AT THE NEW YORK STATE MUSIC TEACH 
ERS’ CONVENTION, JUNE 26TH. 
* Copyrighted.; 
It is the writer’s humble, although somewhat unpopu 
lar, opinion that “ None of us are to.o .old to learn.” 
When it comes to the subject under discussion, that 
opinion is emphatically confirmed by my personal ex 
perience in observing or testing the habits of playing, 
and the results of such habits in a great many players 
and teachers during the past few years. 
It is quite possible that there are music teachers and 
piano players who do not wish to investigate and test 
the results of new ways and means for themselves. 
Such a course might involve an acknowledgment of their 
having promulgated error, or "an effort of the judgment, 
or possibly a new course of study for our already estab- 
. lished teacher, who. perhaps, like some physicians^ pre¬ 
fers to look wise and adhere at all costs to the traditions 
of his school.” It saves him the exertion of thinking 
for himself. 
This would all be well enough, and no doubt involve 
a degree of self-satisfaction in keeping with his com¬ 
placency, his personal pride or his “prestige”—very 
agreeable, no doubt, were it not for the rights of the 
pupils of such teachers, who frequently pay all they can 
raise to obtain the best results that a modern musical 
education will admit of. 
■'As some of our standard methods of piano practice, 
and of our generally accepted ways of working, nearly 
always lead to a positive waste of time and money, to a 
most injurious use of wrist and fingers, a bad touch and 
a discouraging experience, it is the duty of those who 
are in a position to help the student avoid the bad and 
choose the good to exert themselves in thp right direc¬ 
tion. It would create unbounded indignation were it 
known that children consigned to the care of institutions 
for education were to be subjected to a system of exer¬ 
cises which would cause them to limp and lose their 
power of easy and graceful locomotion. But this is just 
what Borne of the usual methods of practice do for piano 
players, in that they bluut the senses both of hearing 
and touch. 
The subject is too broad for a dozen papers such as 
this, in fact, requires all the care and conscientiousness 
of an intelligent teacher for a long period. 
Intelligent methods of practice, where the player seeks 
to study the full range of dynamic contrasts of touch and 
tone, such as various gradations of loud and soft, legato, 
staccato, many varieties of rhythm, crescendo, diminu¬ 
endo, etc., as such things need to be studied for intelli¬ 
gent musicianship. Such methods are coming more into 
notice than of old, along with improved editions by able 
editors and teachers of the standard classics. 
Snch works as Christiani’s “ Principles of Expres¬ 
sion,” and Mathews' “ Phrasing,” for instance, show 
the rudiments of that contrast of tone, color and 
development of sensibility of expression, whereby piano 
music can be -relieved of the Bameness of tone which 
renders it frequently nnendurahle to “intelligent” 
people of refined sensibility. 
But the one-sidedness, weakness and lack of resource 
in using the hand is, and will be the principal impedi¬ 
ment in the way of such efforts as the study of musical 
interpretation, its varied colors and effects of light and 
shade may reveal. The present discussion relates to the 
means of educating that wonderful machine, the hand. 
The .discussion which has occupied the attention of 
pianists lately with regard to cutting a tendon or liga¬ 
ment in order to “ liberate the ring finger ” has proved 
to the writer one thing beyond a doubt, that people do 
not begin to understand the possibilities of wrists training, 
nor of an artistic adjustment of positions of wrist, 
''-'' knuckle-joints and fingers, or they would not write or 
discuss anything of the kind. It is not necessary to 
raise the finger sox high. The hand needs the bracing 
which Nature gives to that weak portion, for staccato 
playing and other purposes according to my particular 
experience, with the finger not raised, but kept steadily 
in a position at an angle downward from the hand. 
If the fifth finger be held so that the first joint reaches 
down from the hand at an angle of forty-five, degrees, 
the other two joints being enough curved to cause the 
tip of the finger to stand perpendicular to the keys, the 
hand will be in each a position that it is comparatively 
easy to raise the fourth or “-ring” finger. It were well 
to note right here that a great deal of power can be 
developed, and better quality of tone therewith by other 
means thanjnerely by the distance of lifting the finger, 
and the hammer-like blow intended- through this pro¬ 
cess. If the wrist be made passive and light, then 
turned slightly away from the body, at the same time 
that the knuckle joints of the second and third fingers are 
held moderately low, the player may find the means of 
liberating the ring finfcr to a sufficient degree for any 
necessary purpose. . This subject is almost too difficult 
to explain without practical illustrations, but it. might be 
suggested that the weaker side of the hand be pushed 
lightly toward the keyboard (that is forward from the 
body), with the wrist very loose, in s.uch amanner as to 
throw the knuckle joints of the fourth and fifth fingers 
upward and the finger tips inward. If this is done rightly 
it will allow more slack, or room to act with the fingers, 
and a larger space under the weak part of the hand. 
This leads me to ottering a word of caution about the 
amount of force to be used. Nearly all students hammer 
the keys, and exert the strong muscles of the arm too 
much. They use the power of the muscles controlling 
.the stronger1 fingers and wrist, when attempting to play 
with the fourth and fifth fingers, consequently the weak 
fingers break down, the weak side of the hand falls in, 
and some one takes advantage of this defect (with the 
heavy weight of the.arm directed against it to make it 
constantly worse), by “ cutting a tendon.” 
Let the student learn how to relax the muscles first, 
arid become passive, quiet and gentle^ Take a good deal 
the piano—to examine the number of time—away from 
of positions and motions and subdivisions which are 
possible to be made with the arms,, wrists, knuckle joints 
and fingers. (There are many more of them than our 
instruction books show the existence of.) 
Ab these new movements involve an entirely new range 
of exercises and powers, it follows that we need to 
strengthen and distinguish the separate parts. A player 
cultivates habits so limited in ways and means and so 
quick in action, that he fails to notice how snch dis¬ 
tinctions can be made clearly and correctly. If he finds 
out how, he seldom gives time and care enough to estab¬ 
lish any change from old to new ways. Out of the 
many muscles in the arm and hand he has cultivated a 
few only with such persistence that the effort to act is to 
use the accustomed ones which have strong nerve centres 
and a fill! flow of vitality. The other weaker parts get 
less vitality, less consciousness of separate volition, on 
account of greater attraction of will power for those 
which respond promptly. 
If a gardener puts a delicate plant alongside of a hardy 
plant the stronger absorbs all the nourishment from the 
soil and leaves the weaker without sustenance to shrivel 
up and wither. 
If we would really learn how to control and coax the 
delicate parts into growth and separate obedience to the 
mind and will of-the player, we most learn by very 
gentle means not only how to pick them oat distinctly, 
but we must cease to attract a counter current of energy 
and circulation toward the stronger parts. They should 
be rendered passive, or, as I believe, Delsarte has it, 
“ deadened ” occasionally. 
For example; I want to avoid the force of striking 
keys, of pressing or pivoting the weight of the hand [ 
upon thumb notes during practice, of carrying the hand 
across the key board in my preparatory exercises for 
scales and arpeggios. I make the moves along the key¬ 
board with careful attention while.holding up the fingers 
and hand light enough to avoid the weight necessary to 
press keys down. The movements across (right or left) 
can be made with no less than four kinds of individual 
joints, viz., fingers, hand, wrist or elbow. The move¬ 
ments or energies to lift, as such exercises require, can 
be made by either fingers, hand wrist or elbow. The 
intelligent control necessary to know which of these vari 
ous parts to exert, and how much, is a means whereby 
tone shading and finished execution can be much de¬ 
veloped. It is hardly too much to assert that the 
average player makes several parts move in a mixed up 
way, as a general thing, and does not know which, or 
how he does it. The best results are obtainable when 
the player takes enough time to stop the hand poised in 
the air between each and every move, to test the move 
itself and its relation to other parts. 
Most moves made involve the sympathetic movements 
of other than the parts intended. Generally these sym¬ 
pathetic movements are the cause of much confusion 
and misdirected endeavor. Two instances will suffice : 
(1) A person with a small hand generally stiffens and 
raises the wrist when trying to stretch the hand out 
(2) When reaching for a distant key with the fifth finger, 
if the thumb be on another-key, the player will stick out 
the finger and actually throw the wrist upward and in a 
contrary direction to that which the finger takes. In 
snch a case I would suggest carrying the wrist and hand 
lightly along in the direction of the fifth finger (extend¬ 
ing the thumb at the same time). I would furtheV sug¬ 
gest to keep the Bide of the wrist next the thumb limber 
enough to Bink and rise a.trifle. Also, to endeavor to 
avoid moving the elbow 
The combinations of 
rately learned and contro 
motions, right and lefl 
different angles, give m 
ith the wrist, 
wrist mptions, each aepa- 
and. furthermore, of thumb 
positions of the fingers at 
e ability to play smoothly and 
with legato effeerwhere the intervals" are too great for 
my powers of stretching. I can also make a variety of 
tone in different notes of the same chord, which good 
musical expression demands, through similar combina¬ 
tions. This lecture is merely the outcome of my regular 
habits of teaching and practicing. It is folly to assert 
that the keyboard, with the infinite variety of keyboard 
exercises, will prove ample for such purposes. It is the 
means almo-.t always of hiding such ways of deveippr 
ment from the student, and of aggravating some of his 
natnral and usual faults. He need 4 to cease playing for 
a little time regularly, in order to think calmly in regard 
to the many movements involved, and right here the 
“Technieon” alone, among all other devices, provides 
a way for the separate training of the unaccustomed 
parts. The work can be done beBt with the lightest pos¬ 
sible weights, the slowest movements and closest atten¬ 
tion to details. It needs from fifteen to forty minuteB of 
such practice a day to prepare a pupil, without loss of 
time, for doing better work at the piano than he would 
be at all likely to do without it. Such outside cultiva¬ 
tion, without the means of pressure and distinction that 
the “Technieon” provides for, will be possible with a 
much greater outlay of time and patience, perhaps. I 
worked at such things several years before I heard of the 
“Technieon.” Since using it, however, I can teach and 
practice easier and to greater advantage. I take this 
occasion to state that I am deriving no pecuniary profit 
from the sale of the “ Technieon,” nor have I derived 
any, nor do I ever expect any. I do not expect to escape 
willful misconstruction upon this point, as I have expe¬ 
rienced it many times in the past. Those who have 
studied these things with me (and there are now many 
intelligent and honest people among the number), and 
those who may investigate these subject* in "the light of 
the present understanding of the same, will form their 
own conclusions and get a clew, in this respect at least, 
whereby to distinguish between truth and falsehood. 
One thing that will help in the present investigations 
is to accustom the thumb, second and third fingers to 
i:<v:   i. __v....» j;__ ,_i_i_ • 
angers in a limited range of action and position 
only between the high one, above the keys, to one only 
half way down, when playing. (That is, half way down 
in the angle possible at the knuckle joints.) Use the 
fifth finger, on the contrary, from the angle already_ 
described (down from the knuckle joint about 45 degrees 
when at the key) to a position, when raised less than 
half as high aB usual. Try to- hold the arm so easily and 
lightly as to avoid the usual efforts of the heavier 
muscles. Such discriminations will allow of the culti¬ 
vation of the real strength of the delicate parts, instead 
of the more ordinary habits of substituting the stronger 
parts ignorantly for the right ones. It is also a means 
of learning to play softly, of cultivating the power to 
avoid heavy playing with the stronger fingers, as a vast 
quantity 01 good music requires, if played with good 
taste. A first-class violinist develops true principles in i K 
several respects. (Would that pianists did as well.) i  
The violinist holds the upper part of the arm, the 
part above the elbow, low and steady. He holds the 
wrist up from the elbow, very light, passive and free 
to move without violence. He reaches out and around 
in a Bemi-circie with the fourth and fifth fingers, thereby 
extending the ligaments of the same, and developing 
them in combination with a light and nnobtrnsive arm. 
He develops a sense of touch and of grip in the finger 
tips, at once strong and sensitive. The pianist blunts 
the sense of hearing and of touch at the same time by 
harsh and heavy practice. If we feel of a sample of 
silk or other dry goods in the endeavor to determine its 
quality, we do so very lightly. . Heavy_pre88ure would 
tail to distinguish between cloth or metal. When force 
is used the concentration of energy is liable to be some¬ 
where else in hand or arm, and away from the finger 
tips. The writer practices and teaches a good many 
exercises upon the surface of the keyboard silently. 
Others, such as separate action, right and left, rolling 
action of hand and arm and a variety of lifting exercises 
away from the keyboard.' 
The writer’s experience has developed away from the 
iano in addition to the “Technieon,” a simple use of a 
ight, adjustable weight, to be used at times on the fore¬ 
arm during the ordinary (and almost the only generally 
known) wrist action, and again a book or some object to 
be held under the upper part of the arm during forearm 
motions. 
One could row a boat holding the oars with thumb, 
fourth and fifth fingers only, ana feathering them, with 
some profit. Sopie very valuable exercises could be 
made at the piano if the player would try a very low 
seat, necessitating the effort to lift the forearm and 
loosen and lighten the wrist while playing. The value, 
of the “ Technieon ” is in compensating for the helpless 
one-sidedness of physiological development, as taught at 
the keyboard, in helping the student .to <awaken powers 
of intercepting the brute force of striking the keys, in 
developing the influence of mind over matter in new 
means, and the conscious control of new sensibilities 
and discriminations for these purposes, it is invaluable. 
Heavy weights, sudden or rapid movements, and great 
force are' to be avoided. When one tries an exercise 
calculated to arouse unused functions into action there is 
1? 
The writer believes that another generation wui see a 
radical change for the better in intelligent piano playing, 
saving both time and nerve power and producing result* 
true to physiological and art principles. 
XKT ANTED.—Position as organist and choir-director, 
* ’ teacher of vocal music, and piano. Address, Box 
489, Clinton, N. Y. 
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CONSTANTIN STEENEEEG’S ESSAY, 
READ' AT 
Music Teachers’ National Association Meeting, Philadelphia. 
As I will have to use the terms “ Music” and the “ People’*’ very often, in my address, 
it may be well for me to explain at this stage the meaning in which I shall use them. 
By “ Music” I don’t mean all that sails under the flag of music, but standard music; 
and by the “ people” I mean those educated classes who can talk well on most any 
subject they know something about, and who do talk very sweetly about music, although 
they really know nothing about it, for which reason their music talk is mostly sweet 
sounding and mellifluous nonsense. The subject of the relations between Music and 
the People has already excited much thought and discussion among observing and re¬ 
flecting people. And this fact recalls to my mind one of Madame DeStael’s sayings: 
11 When we begin to think about our stomach, it is already out of order”—that is it 
exactly! When we And musicians writing essays on or appertaining to the relations be¬ 
tween Music and the People, we may reasonably infer that the musical stomachs of the 
latter are already out‘of order. Let u^ think for a moment of such books as Hiller’s 
Essays, or Ehlert’s, Tone world, Berlioz, Schumann, Liszt, Le Couppey, Haweis, Fill¬ 
more and many others ; we cannot fail to notice that like a fine thread there goes 
through all of them a plaintive strain of painful disappointment, often amounting to 
almost -despair—each one seems to reiterate: “ We know! We Musicians 1 But the 
people? Alas! alas!” I really think the mere fact that musicians have laid aside 
paper and instruments to write music-literary essays—-yes—in short, the existence of 
musical essays or musical lectures is proof that the relations between “ Music’ V and 
the “People” are those of estrangement; the fact which we have to confess is, that 
they are separated by a chasm j which cannot be bridged over by the mere performing 
of music—a wide and deep chasm, growing wider and deeper every day in proportion 
to the progress and development of inusic:as an art. If you doubt it, look at our con¬ 
cert audiences. Five per cent, for those who really understand music is a liberal 
allowance (and they are mostly holding complimentary tickets) ; five per cent, of 
music lovers whose knowledge is more or less distinct, mostly less, however! The 
rest of the ninety per cent, is fashion, cultural hypocrisy, favors, obligation, shoddyiBm, 
etc. We are all musicians here, and can talk plainly, and plainly I ask you: do I 
exaggerate ? Have we not all gone through the experience that what is sacred to our 
hearts in music is trampled upon by the people, and, alas ! by those who are, otherwise 
than musically, educated people. Take a man of average education, good judgment 
of literature, drama, painting, etc.; talk to him classic music and watch.him, how he, 
after having politely listened to you for a while, walks away, shrugs his shoulders and 
mutters: “Another crank! Queer fellows, these classic musicians!” I am aware 
that the ladies and gentlemen from New York and Boston may think me a little sweep¬ 
ing in my statements; well, suppose we look even at those places; suppose that in 
New York or Boston there is an audience of three thousand at a concert; what pro¬ 
portion is this of the educated people of those cities ? On the same rate this would 
give a city of fifty thousand an audience of one hundred and fifty people; subtract 
from these one hundred and fifty one-third for fashion, one-third for favors, ladies 
escorts, etc., from the last third, one half for complimentaries, remainder, twenty-five; 
and that is exactly how it is !—if it be not an over-estimate. 
But let me mention here one species of occasional concert-goers whom we teachers 
can influence more easily than others, I mean the “ Music pupils.” Suppose a per 
son had two years’ music lessons from a good conscientious teacher, and played little 
pieces by Schumann, Schubert, or a Sonata by Mozart; send such a person to a good 
concert to listen to a Beethoven Symphony, or anything of a higher order than the 
pieces performed in the lesson, and ask yourselves: could he or she have understood 
it? cFrom long and sad experience I must say, emphatically, “No!” And yet two 
years’learning on one subject should enable us to understand more than we can 
mechanically perform ; should be sufficient to make us appreciative of the best works 
in any branch of art to which the study has been devoted. 
You see, ladies and gentlemen, that even an average music pupil is in nearly the 
same estranged relation to the. higher degrees in our art as.the public in general, and 
if we should investigate still other classes related to music—instrument builders, music 
dealers, tuners—we would always find the same old spectacle—the gap—the chasm I 
Think of a great, magnificent orchestral concert with a large audience—what a world 
in itself stands on the platform ; how strange is the language of the orchestra to the 
; very people to whom it is spoken? How few, how very few, among the audience can 
place themselves in sympathy with the einotional contents of the music performed? 
Am i not correct in characterizing these unnatural relations between the two as such 
of a deep and wide chasm ? Is this a natural state of things ? I believe not, for music, 
’ like any other art, should exist for the people arid not exclusively for the artist. Nor 
have Iyet disclosed the full extent of the chasm ; the main trouble I find is this’. All 
poets have, with more or less knowledge on the subje^tT expressed their conception of 
music'in'the sweetest and fioweriest language. The talk of V1The elevating and refining 
influence of music upon mankind” is upon everybody’s lips; but yrhat does all that 
mean ? It means simply nothing! The trouble is that that blqssjf music which the 
majority iof people -relish cannot possibly have any refining influence npon them, and 
to that class of music that could exercise such an. influence they don’t listen, because 
they don’t understand it; that is the: case in a nutshell. 
Now, naturally arise the three questions :— 
Can this chaism be bridged ? 
If so, by whom? 
Andhow?*- ,_; |. ’ 
We will not overlook the fact that we are not dealing with an acute disease, but with 
a chronic evil of long standing; and to find an effective remedy, it will be advisable to 
study a little “ of the history of the caBe,” as the doctors say. Was there ever a time 
when this chasm did not exist? If we can discover such a time, and ascertain the 
conditions under which music and the people were in mutual rapport, and can suggest 
a method by which those conditions could be restored, then our problem will be 
solved. 
In this retrospect we need not go further back than to Palestrina’s time, which we 
ma/ fairly accept as the beginning of music in its modern conception; from that time 
up to Mozart there. unquestionably was fair sympathy between the creative products 
(their performances respectively) and the intelligent and educated people in general. 
Of course, I do not say that there were not products and performances which were not 
above the average intelligence. All I mean to say is—yet this I desire heavily to empha¬ 
size—that from Palestrina until Mozart there was a wider and more general reciprocity 
between music and the people than there has ever been since.* What, now, were the 
conditions under which this reciprocity manifested itself ? The principal condition 
was,, that at those times the musicians did the playing and the public the listening, 
whereas now it is almost the reverse. What I mean by this Is: that in former times a 
very small proportion of the people who were fond of music endeavored to perform, 
while at present the number of those who have a superficial knowledge of the mechan¬ 
ical manipulations of an instrument is so large that they may be almost said to constitute 
the people. 
Here are Miss Rhinestone, Miss Go! dpi ate, and Mr. Tinklesweet, who have gradu¬ 
ated with first honors at the seminary of Podunk, and the conservatory of Buncomb 
respectively--entering a parlor; they are, of course, asked to “please play some¬ 
thing,” and I need not tell you what follows. Is it a farce or a reality ? The lament¬ 
able part, however, is, that the patient listeners accept their performance for music— 
and for music which is too high for them to follow—in other words they consider them 
as standing on our side of the chasm, while we, alas! know only too well that they 
stand on the other side; and these parlor auditors are representatives of a large num¬ 
ber of even otherwise well educated people, who have no higher conception of standard 
music than such performances. I was lately introduced to what is generally termed 
an influential man, who, after having shaken hands with me, said: “I don’t know 
anything about music, but to tell you , the truth, I prefer a hand-organ any time to 
classic music.’ ’ Upon which I looked him sternly into the eye and replied, ‘‘ I thought 
so!” He seemed surprised at my reply, and I tried to smooth it by saying, “I be¬ 
lieve you! ” He left me in disgust, for he thought I had been witty at his expense ; 
and I should not be surprised if you had thought so too, while in fact I said it because 
I sympathized with the false impression he evidently had of classic music. 
Well, ignorance has always existed and probably will always exist to some extent; 
but .ignorance is not our foe—it is corrupted knowledge, wrong information, against 
which we have to battle, and this did not exist to any extent up to Mozart’s time, 
musically speaking, perhaps because .music was not yet complicated enough for cor¬ 
ruption. 
Then came Beethoven! Even he was fairly appreciated by the educated, until he 
entered his last or prophetic period, the products of which had no fair claim upon the 
contemporaneous public. 
But at that time there arose an intruder between music and the people, and soon de¬ 
veloped an entire guild of intruders; I mean the public performer who discarded his 
mission as an interpreter between the composer and the people, and instead utilized 
(and sometimes mutilized) the creative artist’s: work for the purpose-of-ridding him¬ 
self of his surplus mechanical skill—I mean that species of virtuoso wno regarded 
the coinposer as a mere purveyor.of material for the glorification of his magnificent 
self; I mean also those who could not find enough material among the master works 
and filled the want by their own “Fantaisie sur des motifs de T Opera Norma-a-a-a! ” 
I am sorry that even such an earnest man as Dreyschock did not shrink from put¬ 
ting his right hand into his pocket and playing a piece with the left hand alone and 
afterwards changed hands for an encore. Only think of the destructive influence of 
such phenomena; think of the entire life ofJKalkbrenner, or of Herz, and so on, etc.', 
ad dutcem nauseam et infiniium. Before their advent it was understood that a-per¬ 
former was above all a “musician” ; we can infer this from the many old works, 
written in thorough bass and from the frequent remarks in old concertos, “ cadenza 
ad libitum.” ' The player vras allowed, even invitedvby the composer, to improvise, 
and did so, until that set of instrumental acrobats turned up and prepared their 
alleged improvisations, or, had them prepared by some obliging friends. These “ vir¬ 
tuosos ”Jha*e had an immense following; of course, “give the Evil One an inch and 
he’ll take an ell.” These “virtuosos”■ have done an immeasurable amount of harm; 
dazzling the public’s eye, they lulled;their iritellectuai Functions as concert auditing 
to sleep; they degraded the concert repertoire, and as a natural consequence also the 
public musical-taste j they .also placed many a good musician before the bitter alterna¬ 
tive of starving Dr becoming a traitor to the flag of true music by jingling and tinkling 
as they did, instead of dtfi'ng what nature’s gift destined him to do. 
But the worst of all was, that they opened the concert career and musical career 
in general to the lowest;; order of talent, to mere manual dexterity (I hope you will 
spare me illustrations) and—while I am not oblivious to the good they have done hy 
extending the instrumental scope for later writers—yet, this one feature, the opening 
of the field to the “unmusical musician” is a curse under which music has immeas¬ 
urably Buffered and which produced that chasm, separating the true musician front gen? 
eral appreciation, depriving the people of an emotional educator and a purifier of .the 
fount of their complex nature. *• , - , >* 
• Haydn and Mosart were in’evisry sense of the word “ popular ” men; Moaart wap a poor financier and 
often victimized by Bhrfewd managers, who reaped the fruit of his labors, but the "people!’ loved -«(h<l 
adored him. The same can be said of most any of the “old masters.” 
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- tittle wonder that the public of the present have nearly lost the understanding for 
the classic simplicity of our great masters, when for more than half a century they have 
nine times out often heard their thoughts misinterpreted and corrupted, in nine out of 
ten houses, in nine out of ten concerts, year by year, day by day. This is the cause 
of the disease, the cancer which we will have to cauterize, if we want to prevent ours 
from becoming one of the lost arts ! and the physician who alone can treat this cancer 
is—the teacher! 
Let me briefly recapitulate. I first disclosed to you the chasm; I now explained 
what I believe has—at least to s great part—produced it. Now let us look for a remedy. 
We found in our diagnosis that our patient—the people—is suffering from musical 
indigestion caused by the adulteration of his musical food ; let me speak more plainly. 
The people in reality do not dislike classic music after they have heard it intelligently 
performed; especially not after they have heard it repeatedly—doubtless many of us 
have seen this Corroborated—but they feel a holy horror for what they are made to 
believe to be classic music through the instrumentalness of Miss Rhinestone and Mr. 
Tinklesweet. 
Now I beg leave to make this motion: Miss Rhinestone and Mr. Tinklesweet must 
go; but how can we get rid of them ? The only possible way is for us to open the eyes 
and “ ears” of the people until the people, give them the cold shoulder, and the people 
will do it if we proceed correctly and show them from what treasures of beauty they 
have been—by the firm of Rhinestone & Co.—debarred - 
We are not like Roman augurs who hid their doctrines in secrecy because they had 
none. We do not shun public enlightenment, we want it, we seek it, and we will try to 
spread it! And if by its spreading the livelihood of some poor wretch should become: 
endangered, let him fally by all means let him fall on the altar of truth ; let him study 
“ book-agency ” or let her make “ tidies.” We are drifting toward a serious revolution 
in teaching, there is no use denying it, but the true musician does^ot fear it, he hails 
it; the fraud alone can falter before a reform movement which might be apt to dis¬ 
close his shallowness. 
The shape and programme of the reform I do not presume to dictate ; I am too 
conscious of the difficulties to think for one moment that Providence has selected me 
for a musical Martin Luther—indeed, I am not giving at this moment at all, but ask¬ 
ing—asking, first of all, for the help and cooperation of all good musicians toward 
securing the powerful alliance of those uncounted thousands, or may be, millions 
who are deprived of the purifying and beautifying influence of music—because their 
business does not give them time to practice two hours a day! Lei me ask you frankly, 
Must those who are not willing or able to attain mediocrity as performers necessarily 
be shut out from a thorough understanding and full enjoyment of good music? I go 
further, and ask, Is mechanical skill at all necessary for the appreciation of good music? 
I go still further, and ask, May not, at close scrutiny, a narrow technical compass be¬ 
come an obstacle in the way of intelligent hearing ? Of course, I don’t venture to answer 
these questions one way or another, but someting like an affirmative reply seems to 
shout at .me from the fact that Goethe, Lessing and Winkleman never handled a 
chisel or a brush, neither did Allison, Burke, Ruskin and innumerable others, pro¬ 
found connoisseurs of all ages and of all nations. Now, I am satisfied that the 
plastic arts have no exclusive privileges on these premises, and that music in its high¬ 
est and loftiest meaning can be made the common property of millions of people 
without compelling them to perform. I am no less convinced that millions of grown 
people would be only too willing to learn something about music, if their study could 
be freed from finger exerciseB and counterpoint-sweating. And we can free them 
from it—I do not say I know it, but I feel it distinctly. I am convinced to the bottom 
of my heart that I am hot propounding a wild scheme in recommending the establish¬ 
ment of a new method of music teaching strictly cand exclusively directed toward the 
development of musical sesthesis. (I use the term musical sesthesis in contradistinc¬ 
tion from musical aesthetics—in other words, to distinggish the perception of the emo¬ 
tional content of music from the objective rules and methods of musical science.) 
A method for the development of musical sesthesis once established will enable us 
to initiate .fifty people in the sweet secrets of music in the time we now need for one ; 
of course, this can be done only by explaining the fundamental principles of-melody, 
harmony, rhythm, counterpoint, forms, etc., and illustrating them on an instrument. 
In this case, however, the instrument would be exclusively in the hands of-the 
teacher, instead of, as it now is (and often to our mournful experience), in the hands 
of the pupil. We could, as I said, in this way teach well fifty at a time, and I am 
satisfied that among those fifty there would be more than ten who, after knowing the 
true beauty of our art, will hanker after trying their own hands a little in it; there 
will be another ten where we now have onei—but those ten-will know too much about 
• - 
music to push themselves, forward in every parlor or, as they now often do, to con¬ 
sider themselves artists, and, above all, they will be better and more willing pupils 
than some among those who patronize your humble servant, who stands probably not 
alone in his experience. 
Of course, I have not come entirely unprepared, and could make one or two distinct 
suggestions as to the proper plan of carrying out this method, but that would not be 
according to my present purpose ; my purpose is more general than that. 
Here I see before me an audience, such as the whole world has none to match— 
every auditor a musician I Ladies and gentlemen, if tec put our heads together, we 
ought to be able to collect enough material in one year to compile from it a firm and 
simple method by which the sesthesis could be developed in any intelligent person with 
a pair of normally constructed ears, and I suggest that Borne measure may be taken in 
the matter by this influential and illustrious body. It can be done by appointing a 
committee for the gathering of methodical suggestions, which committee should have 
to report in next year’s meeting ; it can also be done by your official endorsement of 
the suggestion of sesthesis development, which I have made, leaving the rest to the 
individual pleasure of those who choose to cooperate in it,—or in any other way that 
the present assembly may see fit • Personally, I shall, of course, be most happy to 
communicate on the subject with anybody who may be sufficiently interested in it to 
consult with me, but I offer my suggestion freely and cheerfully to the assembly as an 
outcome of my sincere and fervent love for our art, and from an overflowing desire to 
open to all the world those blessings hitherto enjoyed only by the learned musician. 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES. 
Mrs. R. M. Lancaster, San Bernardino, Cal. 
Overture to “ Merry Wives of Windsor,” Nicoli; (a) 
Romance, Schumann; (6) “ Birds of the Forest,” Kroe- 
er; JEolian Harp, Wehli; Rondo Gapriccioso, Men- 
elssohn ; Song, M. Appari (Martha), Flotow; La Cam- 
anella (“Little Bells”), Egghard; Invitation to the 
PaRz, Weber; Pluie de Coral, De Gran; Kammennoi 
Ostrow (a lament), Rubinstein. Waltz, La Sultana, De 
Kontski; (a) Stud] ~ 
(b)-- -- 
Sweet 
Waters,” Hoffman; Last Idea of Von Weber, Cramer*; 
(a) Polish Dance, Seharwenka; (6) “ Among the Pines,’ ’ 
Wyman; Paraphrase de Concert, Rigoletto, Liszt; 
Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12, Liszt. . _ 
Lawrence University, John Silvester, Musical Directorj-; 
Appleton, Wis. 
Organ, Sonata D Major, Guilmant: Piano, Polonaise 
Heroique,'Rive-King; Piano, F&ntasia, Weber; Vocal, 
“ Cherette,” Roeckel; Piano, Caprice-Alceste, Gluck- 
..Saint-Saens; Piano, Galop Cromatiqne, Liszt. Organ, 
Overture, “Pique Dame,” Suppe; Piano, Faust Waltz, 
Jaell; Piano, Mignon Polonaise, Pease; Choral Ballad, 
“The Miller’s Wooing,” Faning; Piano, (a) Novelette, 
No. 5, D Major, Schumann; (b) Nocturne, No. 12, G 
major, Chopin; Piano, Capriccio Brilliant, O 
Mendelssohn (with organ accompaniment). 
Godard; (6) “ Maiden’s Song,” Meyer-Helmund; Piano 
Quartette, Polonaise, A major, Chopin. 
Whitworth Female College, Miss. 
Vocal Duet, “ I would that my Love,” Mendelssohn; 
Hungarian Dance, No. 7 (twopianos), Brahms; Chorus, 
“Loving Forever,” G. Money; Song, “ L’Ecstasie,” 
Arditi; Sonata in 6 c. (twa pianos), Mozart-Grieg; 
Song, Serenade (violin obligato), Braga; Piano Duet, 
“ Happy Return,” E. Sherwood; Violin Solo,Variations 
ector, Normal. iidU, A. L. Manchester, Musical 
Clarion, Pa. 
Piano Quartette, Nocturne (“Midsummer Night’s 
Dream”), Mendelssohn; Vocal, “Sing, Smile, Slum¬ 
ber,” Gounod; Piano, (a) Rondo, Op. 122, Hummel; 
(i») Seladon (Valse Impromptu), Sternberg; Vocal, II 
Ritorno (“ The Return ”), Lncantoni (violin obligato, 
Prof. Chatley) ; Piano, Rondo, E flat, Kalkbrenner.; 
Vocal.Duet, “Repeat Again,” Badia. Piano Duet, 
Radieuse (Valse), Gottschalk; Vocal Trio, “ Rest Thee 
on this Mossy Pillow,” Smart; Piano, Theme and Va¬ 
riations from Beethoven (two pianos), Saint-Saens ; 
Piano, (a) Berceuse Eccosaise, Manchester; (6) Valse 
Brilliante, Schulhoff; Vocal (a) “ Chanson de Florian,” 
sohn. Overture (two pianos), William Tell, Rossini; 
Aria, Voi che sapete, .Mozart; Quartette, “Rustic 
Dance,” Resch; Piano Solo, Titania Fantasie, Wely; 
Aria, Pre aux Clercs, Herold; Hungarian Dance, No. 
6 (two pianos), Brahms; Piano Solo, Valse Caprice, 
Rubinstein; Chorus, “Rose Waltz,” Peuschel. 
Pupils of Miss Emma Juliette Pierce, Ashland, Mass. 
March, “ Happy School Days,” Sudds; Scherzo, 
D&mm; La Fontaine, Op. 82, Pacher; Two Castles, 
Tours; Polacca, Moelling; Gaetana, Op. 101,Ketterer; 
Fur Elise, Beethoven; “ In the Lovely Month of May,” 
Op'. 25, Merkel; Tarantella, Biedermann; Titania, 
Fantasia, Wely; “ O Wert Thou in the Cauid Blast,” 
Mendelssohn; (o) Scherzo, Op. 82, Gade; (b) Spanish 
Danza, Op. 51, Northrop; Essay, “ Music and Liberty 
Capriccio, B minor, Op. 22, Mendelssohn^; 0, Happy 
Day,” Gotze; Rondo, A major,jTayden; Valse, Sere¬ 
nade, Godard; (a)_“The Modest Maid,” Dvorak; (6) 
^ Villa; (c) “Nearest and ^Dearest,” 
Caracciolo; He Desire, Op, 14, 50¥’ T. - ; L
Marcia, Krentzer. 
Ve: First Exercises, Op. 100, Kohler; Flo’s Waltz, 
Cramer; Tempo di 
Pupils of Miss L. R. Church, Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Rural Sketches, Op. 150, “The Hunt” (four hands), 
J. Low; “In Merry Glee,” Kohler; Concert Polka, 
Melnotte; Spring Song (simplified by F. Brandeis), 
Mendelssohn; Amaranth, Op. Ill, No. 1, Lichner; 
Canon, Kunz; Study, No. 86; Very First Exercises, 
Op. 100, Kohler; Carnival of Venice, J. Doppler; 
Exercises (three notes to two), E. W. Krause; Sona¬ 
tina,! C major, first movement, Op. 127, Reinecke ; “In 
the Forest,” P. Goemer; Percy March, W. Malmene; 
ry r il, r U
MePhail; Rhythmical, broken chords, after E. W. 
Krause; Baby’s Birthday, “ Cradle Song,” S. Ryan; 
Kinderfreund, Nos. 2, 8, Wohlfahrt; Rhythmical Scale, 
after E. W. Krause; “ In the Forest,"MTLdw; “Child’s 
Song,” Behr; Duets, Nos. 1, 2, Engel; Rhythmical 
Scale, E. W, Krause; “ Gay as a Lark,” “ Wonderland” 
Series; («) Finger Exercises, (6) Canon, No. 66, Kunz; 
Melodie (simplified by F. Brandeis), Rubinstein; Ball- 
scenen, Op. 246, Book 1, Nos. 1, 2, Spindler; Studies, 
Wieck; “Elfin Song,” “Wonderland” Series; Very 
First Exercises, Op. 100, Nos. 6, 8, 22, Kohler; “ Little 
Clayton’s Waltz,” MePhail; Sonatina, with Russian 
folk song, Spindler; (a) Finger Exercises, (6) Study, 
No. 21, Suddt; (e) Canon, No. 60, Kunz; “ Slumber 
Song” (simplified by F. Brandeis), Schumann ; Rhyth¬ 
mical Scale, E. W. Krause; Finger Exercises, Lebert; 
Studies, Lebert; Gavotte Stephanie, Czibulka. 
Willamette Univ., Portland, Or., Mr. Parvin, Mas. Dir. 
Piano Solo., Sonata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Piano Solo, 
Rondo Brilliante, Op. 62, Weber ; Vocal Duet, “Come 
where Sleeps the Dewy Violet,” Balfe; Piano Solo, 
Concertstiicir (marsche and presto), Weber; Piano 
Duet, Saint a Pesth, Kowalski ; Piano Solo, Rhapsodie 
D’Auvergne, Op. 18, Saint-Saens. Piano Solo, Sonata, 
Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven; Vocal Solo, “ The Flower 
Girl,” Bevignani; Piano Solo, Rhapsodie Hongroise, 
No. 13, Liszt;, Piano Duet (two pianos), Fantaise de 
Concert, Goria. ' 
Pupils of Miss Willard, Binghamton, N. Y 
Vocal Trio, “The Reapers,” Clapisson ; Piano Solo, 
“In Distant Lands,” Lange; Song. “ Morning Greet¬ 
ing,” Schubert; Song, “Slumber Gently Falls,” Tan- 
bert; Piano Sol> - Hungarian Melody, Behr; Song, 
“Heather Rose,” Schubert; Piano Solo, Gypsy Rondo, 
Haydn; Song, “The Gypsy Maiden,” Tuily ; (Piano 
Solo, Serenade, Schubert- Liszt. Song, ‘ * Birds and 
-Angels,” Reinecke; Song, “The Old and the Young 
Marie,” Cowan; Quartette, “ Sweet and Low,” Per¬ 
kins; Song, “ The Blue Bells and the Flowers”’ Rei- 
.. necke; Song, “Sleep, My Love, Sleep,” Sullivan; 
Song, “ Mizpah,” Geibel; Piano Solo, (a)' Scherzo, 
Schubert; (6) Hunting Song, Mendelssohn; Song, 
“ Creole Loverr” Buck^ 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Please give me your opinion in regard to 
The overture to “ Tannhauser ” cannot be effect- who make life at hotelB hideous by torturing the hotel 
ively played upon the piano for two hands. piano, does not matter for the main purpose of playing 
'Will you kindly inform one of your readers where the before others without nervousness. Often nervousness 
“vulgarity” comes in with regard to the feat of playing a is a form of exaggerated self-consciousness, which can 
1. .Ple ' 10 piaying solo as a duo on two pianos? 
operatic selections in church, such as Prayer frpm - Dq you not think the article in the Music and Drama 
“Lohengnn” the prelude to thefirstactof‘‘Tristan a littleJtoo8evere? 
und Isolde” or to the first and third acts of Die . , , . . 
Meistersineer ” there is more than a little good Bense in the rebuke 
2. Who has written the best book on Beethoven? administered to pianists Joseffy and Rosenthal by the 
3. What should be the compass of a tenor’s voice? London Musical World when it says: “Mr. Moritz Ro- 
4. Can the overture to “Tannhauser” be played on senjhal, the young pianist of whom so much has been 
the piano with good effect? said—in America--of late months, is, with Josefiy. a 
By so doing you will greatly oblige, R. E. P?anist still better known, said to have been guilty of a 
3 . . . piece of vulgarity not less unpleasant than that on which 
The use of operatic music in .church comes under the we have animadverted. At. a recent concert those two 
rule formulated by St. Paul regarding meat offered to ingenious gentlemen are reported to have played the 
idols, that is, meat which, after having been exposed as same piece, each at a separate piano, with such singular 
, , , , accuracy that the duet sounded as a boIo. Mr. Rosenthal 
votive offering in an idol temple, had been put in the ;g a pjanj8t from whom much had been expected, and it 
public market and sold. As he Bays, “ an idol is nothing.” j8 regretable that at the outset of his career he should 
It is purely a question of making the brother to offend— descend to such charlatanry. But we may hope the 
the brother most practically concerned in this instance rePort is .no^ true, and that he did not so descend. If it 
being the music committee, beriously, 1 see no objec- Yours truly, May Brownold. 
tion whatever to the use of the Wagnerian selections re- Mr Pre83er ha8 referred this question to me without 
ferred to. They are church-like, and far more noble indicating his opinion as to the proper position of The 
than most of that which is put up with sacred words Etude. What I say, therefore, is my own-opinion only. 
o pianos t be reduced by thinking of something else more vigor- 
the article in the Music and Drama ously. ' Many people when playing before others have 
. no consciousness of the music at all, but they say over 
a^iste jISeff^lndTosTnfhal byAe and°ver themselves, “I wonder what they are really 
arid when it says: “ r. Moritz Ro- thinking of the manner in which I am playing.” “Dear 
i i t f s me, I am quite sure I will miss on that difficult passage 
-o  -  fl , that I am just approaching 1 There! They are restless 
t l, t
 i  tl- f
pi , ftnd ^ h b - j must h Perhaps I had 
t , s , , /,, , . 
better put on the damper pedal and let her drive, 
etc. This state of mind is exactly the opposite to that 
required for a truly, artistic performance. 
is a pianist fro  ho  uch had been expected, and it While temperaments cannot be made over by. the 
is teacher, even for the teacher himself, states of mind 
report is not true, and that he did not so descend. If it 
were so, it were a grievous fault.” 
ours truly, ax ro nold. 
r. Presser has referred this question to e ithout 
more in harmony with art, and a spirit of helpfulness 
for the neighbor can be cultivated. The mental con- 
dition of the player duringa really enjoyable performance 
, ' . of fine music is one of pleasure in the music, as music ; 
. ,. . ,. „ • • , ■ ... e m„ a clear understanding of it in all its details, as well: indicating his opinion as to the proper position of he -. . f • • a • *V 
and offered to choirs as church music. In case of other 
slow melodies, such as “ Lost proscribed ” from “ Mar¬ 
tha,” the garden music from “ Faust,” and the like, the 
case is different. These are love songs, sentimental— 
even “ spooney.” While they move in slow tempo, they 
do not have the character of worship music, and are 
open to the further objection of unfavorable and very 
familiar association. Therefore they should not be used. 
The case of national airs, on the other hand, is still 
different—such melodies as “Scots wha hae,” “The 
Minstrel Boy,” “The Harp that once through Tara’s 
Halls,” etc. 
These melodies are not unsuitable for playing during 
what I might call the secular moments of the service; in 
other words, during the collection. As the ministers do 
not scruple to alleviate the sufferings of the faithful in 
parting with their substance by telling stories and cheer¬ 
ing them up in various ways, I think it not improper for 
the organist to do likewise, and do anything in his power 
to sweeten the dose. We used to have a steward at Cen¬ 
tenary, a nervous, sensitive brother who used often to 
,,t, . t c . . , feeling for its general spirit, and a desire that wow, the 
rDE. at I sa , t eref re, is   i i  l . , s , v ’ , , . , . 
T , . . ' ... , . . hearer, should like it too. When there is restlessness in I see no objection, nor anything unbecoming, in Messrs. , , ’ , . , , . 
Rosenihal and Joseffy playing Chopin's Btudh in F sharp tbe,h,eare,r'the P1*^/ °,erl!0mes Bot bJ P>W'W1 f“8‘“ 
upon two piano, at the same time. Both these pianists “d .’““‘"W ‘“I™?8 8 prcm8t8r8 COI,e!“,°n' b? 
iter , . ■ , . , . . mi . playing more slowly, more carefully, and with deeper 
chiefly remarkable from a technical standpoint. Their ’ 6 , . . ■ y . . x r , 
cert, are exhibitions of digital dexterity and nerve. “'"s! 8p,n*. °{ ,he pl8J" trT! ■ lt8elf *° ^ 
sy are very clever gentlemen, and I believe related. he““' The mos.c beg™ to grow by heanng; its spmt 
y should the, not show how much alike the, can do ,8,fel! more “d "°te' “d P8886”1'? ‘““T 18 c°" 
Iremember that I used to he a good deal dis- pl«el, earned aw»J-bythe mterpretatron. and no longer 
, , .1 n , • c i • i a , , feels conscious of the time consumed, led at the fashion of playing piano solos at school , . . ,, , 
.... r, ... . . , , , In elementary study there are certain exercises that 
certs in the South by six or eight girls simultaneously. , A , .... 
~ « I conduce to this kind of mental attitude in a player. 
con ts
They are very clever gentle en, and I believe related. 
Wh ey ey
things 2- I remember that I used to be a good deal dis¬ 
turb  
con  
But from a practical point of view there was much to 
commend. There was steadiness of time, reliability in 
expression, and at the end of it' a solo so thoroughly 
mastered that the young lady alone could scarcely go 
Mason’s rhythmic treatment of arpeggios is an exercise 
of this kind. Memorizing music is in the same line to 
the extent that the memorizing is of music, and not of 
mere notes and finger-work. The case of an experienced 
take me to task for not playing something pretty during -dea that the great omniscient outside audience of the 
the collection. He insisted that when I played a sweet preBS would have its eye on them, and hold them up to 
piece the collection was several dollars larger than at objurgation. The record does not state that the proper 
other times, and he even went so far as to take me to task effect 0f the piece doubled up was impaired by the pro- 
for damaging the box by bad selections. I missed the ceas In that case, what was the harm? 
opportunity of testing this point in the only rational If Rosenthal were an artist giving original readings of 
astray in it. In the practice of concertos, or overtures , , . r , 
., . , . . teacher who is unable to do herself justice before hearers for eight hands, many months are occupied m a work , ... . . 
not available outside the school concert. And-when w more d,fficnlt. She mnet cultivate the habit of play- 
done, the concerto is rarely played less mechanically 'n® e*tract8 a° e8bre IB0v8men 8 ° T8?1 
. V, , U- T A V A -U A A F that they may like the extracts. There is hardly ever a 
than the solos multiplied as above described. As for - . ,, . 
T tr J T» av.1T -it ., . ... , teacher but will occasionally enjoy “liberty” as preachers 
Joseffy and Rosenthal, I suppose they did this thing for .. ■ . J J, - *. ., ,. 
“ / , . ... ■ . , . T i j j a *, l sav, in a task of this sort. The key of the situation is fun, just to illustrate what they could do, and with no ■y’. , ,. . , . 
1 ai. a XV a • a a "a a- «• .l to sink yourself m the music, and m the desire that the 
idea that the great o niscient outside audience of the , ..... . ' , T.,r,a ^ „„„ 
, - ., ., hearer should like it as you do. Just to the extent you 
pre  l a e its e e  t ,  l  t e   t  
, . mi j , a a a il a .1 do this will be your success, 
objurgation. he record does t state t at t e r er ,T .... •„ » 
J a F ai. . a v.1 a • • J 1 all Nervousness in playing in public lsdue m part to a 
effect of the piece doubled up as i paired by the pro- „„ , , , ” f ., T . ” ' au k o well-founded doubt as to the completeness ot one s 
manner possible, namely, by accurate statistics continued 
over some years. I mention the point here as a curiosity. 
2. The best book on Beethoven, probably, is A. W. 
Thayer’s “ Life of Beethoven,” published only in Ger¬ 
man. It contains an elaborate picture of the surround¬ 
ings of Beethoven in all his field of labor. I have the 
, ll n WtJI “lUllUUt5U. UUUUU OO WUAUAVW-VUW --“
38. In that case, hat as the har ? , , . „ • n„a al.* 
tft» ak i a- a * • • . , j. c preparation, technically. Ihererore, take pieces tnat 
H osenthal ere an artist giving original readings of p Tka, Hiffinnltv 
great works—readings characterized by original insight 
and power—then it would be a pity for him to occupy 
himself with a mere trick of dexterity. But the record 
does not show this to be true of him. He is merely a 
pianist. In certain very difficult pieces, like the Brahms 
air and variations, his vast technic permits him to bring 
are well within your means. The impression of difficulty 
that perhaps you wish to . awaken in the hearers at a 
public performance, will be quite as sure to follow the 
playing of an easy piece as a difficult one, if only you 
deliver it with sufficient decision, and breadth of light 
and shade. 
In conclusion: To play “before others without ner¬ 
vousness, sink yourself, raise your art, and your desire to 
idea that it rather lacks picturesque arrangement of the piece to the hearer without allowances for notes lost ln conclusloE '• 10 pa' , . 
material, as exhaustive biographies are apt to do. The or delayed in transit. This leaves the hearer free to get vousnes8’ 8ink y°arseIf> raise ar 5 ail< yoar 
Russian von Lenz wrote a superficial essay upon “ Beet- aii oat of Brahms’conception that he can. Rosenthal help others. - 
hoven and his Three Styles,’ ’ and there is a vast amount piays it admirably, and does not misinterpret it. This is Will you kindly tell me, through The Etude, yhetiher 
of Beethoven literature. Wagner’s “ Beethoven ” is an great praise, for these very difficult pieces have to be ^compknimente^s''Lwa^Ave Maria'an? Schubert’s_ 
interesting essay; full of noble suggestion and deep in- taught the pupil by virtuosi, until such time as the aver- Erlkonig? I have always played themiu that way, but 
sight. The Gapmanis in Wagner’s rather sonorous but age advanced technic becomes equal to playing them, have lately been told that one prominent teacher—at. 
clear style-, Mr. Parson’s translation seems to me more Beethoven’s later sonatas used to have to wait for occa- least, whom I suppose to be good authority—teacfe^the , .  , ^ -. . . 
difficult than the German, a circumstance due to the 8idns of this sort. At present they are within reach of] oth®^ 
cast of the phraseology, which is very tranS^endental, any well-schooled pianist with a talent for elevated and ‘ ° 
something after the style of Mr. W. T. Harris’ transla¬ 
tion of Hegel’s Logic, which also is more difficult than 
Hegel’B by no means limpid German. Schindler has 
given a very good short biography; price retail, only 
$1.50. 
The best.; knowledge of Beethoven iB gained by the 
study of his works." When we take him through all his 
pianoforte sonatas, chamber works and symphonies, we 
cannot but feel that he was one of the noblest and loftiest 
souls that ever spoke to human kind. 
serious discourse. I think, decidedly, that the editor of 
the slip in-question wag a little too highland mighty. 
Omnisciehce^s the foible of the press. "_ 
Please tell me. of a care for nervousness in playing 
before people, through, the columns of the Etude,'ana 
oblige, \ j W. D. 
Unfortunately there is no cure for this .malady that I 
know of. It can be diminished in some cases, but never 
her way in such passages. * ” • ; 
A loose wrist, by all means. 
Will Mr. Mathews please answer the following in 
T __ TnA/tliaWa if if marits hifl ftttfintioil 1”“ . 11 Letters to eachers,” if it erits his attention:—; 
^-Notice the difference in terminology between Prentice 
in the Musician and Christiani in his “ Principles of 
Expression.” According to Prentice, a section is formed 
by one, two, or more phrases; Christiani combines t 
or more sections to form a phrase. . 
Of the first subject of the Beethoven Sonata, Up. 
No. 1, Prentice makes two four-measure sections, com- 
nosed of five phrases; of the same, Christiani makes 
8. A good tenor should run from C on the second constituted as to have perfect confidence in their ability 
Bpace of the bass to B or C two octaves above. Its most to do_anything they happen to turn their hands to a little 
effective range.shonld be between middle C and B above, better than anybody else. Whether this confidence is 
G, A and B should be no more difficult to produce than wellrfounded, as in the case of real virtuosi, or entirely 
E or F. I Bpeak now of the upper part ofthe range. . - mistaken, as in the case of those ill-instructed amateurs 
*uuw --- U n ta s
entirely cured. Playing in public is partly a matter of £WQ four.measure phrases, formed by four two-measure; 
temperament. There are many people so'fortunately Sections. . 
tit t   t t i  i  t i  ilit Of course, this is merely a matter of metncU ama f course, this is erely a atter f etrictd maialysis, 
and whether we call the first four measures of Uiis sub* 
je« t twc pi rases - ne ia :tioi aei ordine to • tl '> 
* t one }-L' i and ’• o sections, x *• /* T 
not affect a perfect interpretation of the content prYCU1 
period -, yet, for thesake of a dear understanding, 1 
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would ask if either of these methods of metrical ter- 
nrinology has any important advantage over the other, 
in the estimation of the best musicians? 
According to my idea of the musical significance of a 
“phrase,” the first four measures of this subject con¬ 
tains two of them, and the last four three. G. W. L. 
There is a great deal of looseness in musical termi¬ 
nology, and the instance cited is only one of many. The 
best use of the term phrase is that givep in my “Intro¬ 
duction to Phrasing.” A phrase in music is a passage 
of melody that makes sense, but not complete sense. 
Hence the term is about as elastic as our word “ piece,” 
which, like “apiece of chalk,” may be of any size. 
Two tones connected with each other and separated 
from others make a phrase—an-oratorical phrase. . Two 
motives make a phrase—a structural, metrical or formal 
phrase. 'Two phrases make a section; two sections a 
simple period. Many formal phrases are composed of 
smaller phrases, or phraselets, and even a motive may 
consist of several little phraselets. I do not see any 
way of getting over this element of indefiniteness, unless 
we all agree to call the very small groups phraselets. 
As between Prentice and Christiani, the former is right, 
and more in consonance with German usage, as well as 
French. The difference between the two writers con¬ 
cerning the number of phrases contained in the Beetho¬ 
ven period referred to, is due to Prentice making the 
fifth and sixth measures each a phrase, as they are in 
delivery. In practice, very little confusion arises be¬ 
tween metrical and oratorical phrases, because, when we 
are speaking of delivery, we think of oratorical phrases; 
when speaking of form, we think of structural phrases. 
Still, it would be better to differentiate these two kinds 
of phrase, if some clear-headed theorist would show a 
neat and handy way of doing it. 
Editor of The Etude:— 
Would you kindly answer through The Etude, or 
otherwise, the following questions?— 
1. Mr. Eugene Thayer, in a recent article in The 
Etude, says that he uses no exercises nor machinery for 
technical development in his teaching. As a young 
teacher, I would like to ask what then does he use to 
fill the place so generally deemed necessary for exer¬ 
cises? 
2. What is the price to teachers of (a) Kullak’s “Art 
of Touch,” of (6) Mason’s “Pianoforte Technics”? 
3. Are melodic minor scales taught and played now? 
N. B. M. 
1. Probably the late Dr. Thayer was thinking of such 
exercises as those of Koehler, having little mechanical 
_value, and none whatever of a musical kind. Every 
teacher uses exercises for training the fingers. Passages 
from pieces can often be made to serve the same pur¬ 
pose, but it depends upon their being selected with 
reference to the immediate needs of the pupil, and their 
bein£ practiced like exercises, in which case they be¬ 
come exercises. All that any of us say against exercises 
signifies that we prize music as the main thing, and 
exercises only as helps toward a more competent mech 
anism for producing music. You must take everything 
that we say with a grain of salt. When one writes an 
ex cathedra opinion, suited to a case in hand, one is not 
careful to Bquare it with everything one has ever written, 
ptuted to cases exactly the opposite. As St. Paul says 
^(was it Paul?), the reader must try the spirits, whether 
they be of God. In other words, exercise the great 
Protestant, function of private judgment. 
2. Kullak’s “Art ofTouch,,T$2.00; Mason’s “Tech¬ 
nics,” $2.50. These are retail prices. 
8. Most teachers teach melodic minor scales, espe¬ 
cially according to the rules I have given a month ago. 
I saw somewhere lately that it was not best to give 
pupils definitions—just explain things clearly to. them, 
that was all that was needful. 
Now I think it is well to give pupils definitions, which 
will give them clear ideas and.help them to express 
them. ■ ■ " ' 
I think little folks especially need’ them, not only to fet clear ideas and ability to express them, but also to 
ecome familiar with musical phraseology from the start. 
First impressions are always more lasting. 
The following are samples of the definitions I give to 
my beginners;— 
“The staffls a character used to represent the pitch 
of tones.” . ,--rV. 
“A note is a character used to represent a tone.” 
“ A tone is a sound that has pitch.” 
“A sound is anything audible.” 
I have unintentionally put them in a' reverse order 
to that in which I give them to my pupils. 
I am careful to explain everything about each defini¬ 
tion as 1 give it to them, making sure that they clearly 
understand the meaning of all the words. Besides giving 
them clearer musical ideas, I think it aids their being 
concise in their statements. M. A. P. 
Your question is exactly similar to that concerning 
the use of exercises. What the writer meant in forbid¬ 
ding definitions was the practice once in vogue of load- 
fog up young pupils with a lot of definitions and theo¬ 
retical say-so’s before they were allowed, to play at all. 
The principle to observe is that old one of Pestalozzi, 
advocated with such earnestness by Dr; Lowell Mason *, 
“ The thing before the sign.” A pupil should exercise 
her ear to tonal perceptions before playing, and her 
fingers to the keys before naming them; reading notes, 
properly, should come in as reading the signs of tonal 
combinations already known to the ears and the fingers. 
In the same way, definitions come in as clear statement 
of facts in musical theory. When the real thing itself 
has been cognized, the next necessity is a clear state¬ 
ment of it, because clear thinking depends upon the 
clear use of words; and, conversely, clear thinking gives 
clear words. In the early stages of musical education, 
the pupil has no material to think with. His perceptions 
of tonal+relations are indistinct and often confused, and 
he has no words to describe and recall even those per¬ 
ceptions that may happen to be clear. It is the business 
of the teacher, first, to clear up his perceptions, then to 
furnish clear statements for recording and classifying 
those perceptions. Hence your definitions are very use¬ 
ful, provided only, first, that the word-forms truly take 
cognizance of the essential things in the tonal verity to 
which you apply them; and, second, that you make the 
pupil acquainted with the tonal verity itself before load¬ 
ing him up with a definition. You must never forget 
that music, and words are in different mental, or shall I 
say spiritual, planes. Your pupil must know music, and 
then, if possible, the words nearest related to the music. 
No words exactly fit musical ideas. If they did, one 
could put the best sonata of Beethoven into verse, in 
such a way that, upon repeating the1 verse, the repeater 
would have the same soul experience as when he plays 
the sonata. This is impossible. It is the same thing 
with definitions. Take, for example, the tie. A tied 
effect is cognizable without close listening, but it is not 
at all like the definition of a tie: “A curved line con¬ 
necting two notes, of the same pitch, to show that the 
second is the continuation of the first.” This is as close 
a definition as I can make, but it has no such effect as a 
tie. It defines the mark, but not the tonal effect. 
Your definitions might be simpler. Allow me to try 
my hand :— ? * • T $ * 
Sound: Anything audible. 
Tone: A sound having definite pitch. 
Note: A character denoting musical utterance. (A 
note signifies a musical utterance as distinguished from 
any other kind of utterance. In a. normally written 
piece, there would be exactly as many musical utter¬ 
ances as there are notes.) 
Staff: Lines and spaces for representing the pitch of 
tones. 
ClefAt key to the staff, showing exactly what pitches 
are-represented by it. 
Signature: Sharps or flats placed at the beginning of 
the staff, adjusting it to the pitches of the key. 
Key c^Arfamily of tones bearing certain relations to 
one chjef tone, called the key tone. _—^ 
Scale: Tones of the key ;in regular order according 
to pitch 
MeasurejjRhy thmic grouping of pulsations. 
Bar: A mark across the staff, indicating the place of 
the strong pdlsation ; i. «., the beginning of the measure 
on the note following. 
These are examples. All of them are incomplete, in 
the sense that they take cognizance of the primary ele¬ 
ments only of the tonal entities mentioned. . I believe- 
they, are practically exact. Each of these definitions 
becomes the head of a chapter. Thus, under the head 
of measure, follow all that relates to measure; of signa¬ 
ture and key, all that relates to key, etc. 
To which nation is attributed the invention of the bag¬ 
pipe?. After reading Fillmore’s “Lessons in Musical 
History,”I imagined it was the Italians, though some 
persons say it was invented by the Scotch. 
Respectfully, A. C. 
The bagpipe is a very old instrument, apparently of 
Celtic origin. It is found in India, Asia, and Europe. 
The Scotch have a sort of “claim-check” upon it in' 
modern times, but it is not peculiar to them. 
How is the accent mark (a) used between notes, not 
over them, to be understood? I find it in Mathew’s 
“Studies, No. 1” ; in Schumann’s “ Entrance to the 
Forest.” 
The mark above is used as a phrase mark, indicating 
the termination of metrical phrases. It is never used as 
an accent, even when placed over notes, except impro¬ 
perly. The accent mark is horizontal, not vertical. 
This mark over a note reqpires it to be held out its full 
time. It is called tenuto mark. 
Please send me the names of eight pieces forpupils of 
first grade which are pleasing and useful. 
Map out a line of reading and study for pupils of an 
intermediate grade. ■ Could I use Amy Fay’s book for 
variety? Have “How to Understand Music” and 
“Tone Poets.” 
Tell me how I may know good music of modern com¬ 
posers from their poor music. There is much trash 
played. Most of my pupils and their parents like tran¬ 
scriptions, etc. I use “ Piano Classics,” and “Classics 
for the Young.” Yours truly, H. Y. G. 
I hope none of the brethren will laugh at my list until 
they have tried it with pupils of moderate ability. Here 
are eight pieces, the handiest I happen to think of:— 
Spring Blossoms, waltz.Muller. 
“ “ rondolette. “ 
Retreat.......  ..Behr. 
Little Hungarian, melody.... “ 
Tin Soldiers, march.J. Otto. 
Fair... Gurlitt. 
Soldier's March. Lichner. 
My First Piece in C.Benediti. 
1. I do not feel competent to map out a course of read¬ 
ing such as is here requested, because so much depends 
upon the mental state of the pupils. The best thing of 
this kind to do with intermediate pupils is to interest 
them as much as possible in a few leading names and 
personalities in music. In selecting names for this pur¬ 
pose two points should be borne in mind: First, the 
availability of the composer’s music for-tire^grade, and 
the interest naturally appertaining to his personality. 
Two of the best composers, upon both accounts, are 
Mozart and Mendelssohn. The best way to work up an 
interest would be to have class reunions once a fort¬ 
night or month, each one devoted to some one composer. 
Make every member of the class do something. A certain 
number are to look up particulars of the composer’s life; 
others, critical estimates of his work ; still others, other 
particulars concerning him. Thus there are to be three 
papers, each about five minutes long. After each paper, 
about two or three pieces of his, played by as many 
pupils. Mozart led such an interesting life, especially as 
a child, that there will be no difficulty in awakening an 
active liking for him. Mendelssohn’s Italian letters 
afford many interesting bits suitable for introduction, in 
such a meeting. Schumann affords less interest of a. 
personal character, inasmuch as his life was rather uae- 
ventful. But this can be compensated by making a little 
more of the love episode, and supplementing with selec¬ 
tions from his maxims for young performers, from the 
“Album forth® Young,” and other parts of his writings. 
He is particularly useful in this connection, or. account of 
the number of strongly- marked pieces of a symbolic or rep¬ 
resentative character that can Be selected from his works, 
suitable to the mental standpoints and technical powers 
of young players. Even Bach is not unsuitable. After 
several other composers have been taken, then introduce 
the greatest of all, Beethoven. The particular advan¬ 
tage of this method:over that of requiring outside reading, 
is that you will get more work done, and the work of the 
different composers and their salient characteristics will- 
make more impression upon young pupils. It 1b more 
To Miss Mamie Ingkrsoll.— 
(Recollections of Brie.) 
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Play the arpeggioed chord at A richly* with clearness of meljody, in upper part. This chord and many others, throughout the pieces 
caiinot be held to their full value; the Pedal must therefore be called into aid to accomplish this, taking care to change it often enough not to 
mix the Harmonies. The judicious use of the Pedal frees hand and fingers from a painfully exact clinging to the keys, and admits of a more 
liberal, effective fingering. , , . 
The part, berinning at B, sbunds well, also, without Pedal, (contrary to indication), provided a good Legato is executed ; here and there' 
it may he mofi&jgiaMily touched, where the fingers cannot reach to join the sound. _ v ?. . . , . 
OuLDllBCK'B Mtn»l(!AI. ART.—(92) —Copyright by Eobert Qoldbbok.- 

Hold well the chord in the left, at F, that it may be distinctly heard (without' Pedal) with the id if sharp, added immediately after, in the right hand.—The return; 
of the first air, at G, very calm‘softly and in faultlessly measured Tempo.—Seek a broader, more passionate expression from H to I. From thence shade down into 
softer tints, preserving a certain richness of tone and harmony. Terminate in perfect repose and sweetness of sound.' 
OOLDUEUK'8 MUSICAL ABT.—(94) 
A close study of the Angering indicated in this piece, will give the student a clear knowledge how to connect chords and octaves, 
and treat different staccato progressions ; also what exceptions may occur in the fingering of arpeggios. The Theme, given to the left 
at A and B^should be made perfectly distinct. 
Gosjbbsck's Musical Aht.—(185 ) Copyright by Robert Goldbeek. 
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Carl Tatjsig, one of the greatest phmiata of modern! times, bomI841,died 1871. 
br&^L Ymm®: \> 
opcss. ;; . ^ 
(Adopted to the 4th Onde.) /p-J- • 
•..<*. sANDAJVTE $OST£Wt7TO. ^ 
Bg-Mctronom&r o 4^ inft-ii9» 
% •■’s - .-. '■ >%' 
N. B.—Line between two numbers signifies choice of fingering. _ 
General Conditions to Good Playing.—(See Editorial Pages of tips number.) _ . . 
W. B.—The principal instructions concerning the performance of thisjlSrositume are to be found in the carefully indicated fingering* 
phrasing, dynamic%signs (prescribing different degrees of force), Tempo shading^afiSTsuggestions by means of musical notation. 
A. Pass 3d finger over 4th (while holding dotted half note Jc) without stiffening the muscles of the hand. The chords in the left hand 
should be held to their full value and well joined to each other, in continuous sound. 
B. When notes are repeated, slowly enough to be executed with comfort and in perfection without change of fingers, the same finger is 
generally taken as upon flat. i 
C. -In difficult stretches, as between 2d and 3d fingers in the right hand, the removal-legato (see “Goldbeck’s Musical Instructor’?) may 
be employed instead of the reaching finger-legato. 
D. Execute trill as suggested in brackets, if a more rapid shake proves unsurmountable. 
E. 2 4 3, a change-fingering, useful in many cases. - 
F. A new part begins here. Brighten and freshen general tone. 
.Uouoiwsok’s Musical Abt.—(1) _ . -Copyright by Robert Qoldbeek- 
r ibmi 
'■r jm 
Ci. The peculiar arpeggio in the right hand, consisting of only? one break between the lowest note of the chord and the three upper 
notes struck together, has its advantages over the usual evenly rolled arpeggio, in cases where a more rapid throw is required, combined to 
something like solidity of effect. 
H. This measure, with its change of modulation, serves to introduce another part—in the key of minor, the relative of the principal key 
of the piece: A flat.—The ritardnndo, as indicated, makes the entrance of the new theme prominent. 
I. Play the Bass in a sustained manner, with firmness, expression and broad tone. The arpeggios in the right even and smoo 
light and animated. 
- floi.DHrOK'8 MtIHtCAI. AMT.— (!0 

i_ t. . .... -.-' — ".'iv j *.- *■ ~ i =cl! 
1.—Although full and brilliant in effect, this arrangement is not difficult and be taken up by players of the third or even second grade. 
2.—Avoid fast playing in rendering the melody Linger expressively upon the longer notes of the air, such as quarter notes, and dottec eighths, i 
even the shorter notes, 8ths or 16ths should not be fast. 3.—Take the Pedal throughout the piece, changing it at eveiy change of chord to avoid the 
discordant mixing of harmonies. A. The I6ths are quite slow and quasi staccato ( portamento); Bee graduating course and lesssoh of Mi •< 
Instructor. 
Goldbhck’s Musical Art.—{160} Copyright by Robert Goldbeck. 
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interesting, and will have an important influence in the 
direction of improving their taste. One of the first 
elements in leading the crude soul upward', is the senti¬ 
ment of reverence. .Irreverence is the vice of our time. 
While it has a good side, in the encouragement it gives 
for thoroughly scrutinizing every principle4 and usage of 
the past, often leading to the destruction of damaging 
fetiches, it has its bad side in opening the good to dis¬ 
respect, and delaying the soul’s acquaintance with prin¬ 
ciples upon which regeneration of character depends. 
Miss Fay’8 book might be used for the particulars it gives 
of very ecent eminent composers and teachers. 
2. There is no recipe for distinguishing between good 
music and poor. It is a question of survival of the 
fittest Transcriptions of operatic melodies are not nec¬ 
essarily trash. Many operatic melodies are beautiful, and 
the most practicable method for a young pupil to make 
their acquaintance is through transcriptions of them for 
the piano. Cultivate catholicity of taste. It is not Buch 
a great way from Bach to Bellini in daily study. The 
elements of good in music are noble melody and har¬ 
mony, and true sentiment. You mnst judge each piece 
according to the impression it makes upon you in these 
three respects. Music of the Sydney Smith school iB 
poor, because the melodies are usually common-place, 
and the brilliant parts of the writing mere arpeggios 
and other stencil figures, which come in exactly the same 
form in all the works of the composer. Analyze Beet¬ 
hoven’s sonatas and try and find how many passages 
you can find alike. In teaching, one has to use many 
pieces which, in themselves, are not particularly inter¬ 
esting or noble, but which happen to fit in with the 
pupil’s mental state, and through their power of in¬ 
teresting have in them a leavening or stimulating in 
fluence, leading presently to something much better. It 
is very important to keep the pupil interested, or at least 
to have a fair part of the practice upon things which do 
interest her in the state she happens just then to have 
arrived at The very same piece may seem to her utterly 
worthless in a few weeks’, time. Meantime the good 
piece will have impressed itself more and more upon her 
consciousness. W. S. B. M. 
Will you kindly let me know, through The Etude, 
first, the name of the best cabinet organ instruction 
book; and, second, the best collection of church music 
(voluntaries, etc.) for the cabinet organ? A. C. 
1. There has just been published a new cabinet organ 
instructor, by Fred Archer, which is the best we have 
seen. 
2. Try Samuel Jackson’s “ Gems for the Organ.” 
Will you kindly answer the following questions through 
The Etude? 
1. How far advanced should a student of the piano 
forte and composition be before he goes abroad to com¬ 
plete his musical study ? 
• 2. Which do you consider the better place, Berlin or 
Leipsic, if one wishes to enter a. Royal Conservatory of 
Music? 
3. Who is the director of the Royal Conservatory at 
Berlin, and who at Leipsic? 
4. Must one stay ..a certain length-of time, or is the 
course arranged according to the ability of the student 
when he enters; I mean when one wishes to be a gradu 
. ateT L. R. De V 
1. There is no rule upon this head. I .would say 
however, that unless the student is perfectly familiar 
with German,'in the sense of speaking it with fluency 
and correctness, he had better take all the earlier part 
of his instruction at home, in his native tongue. English 
terminology has suffered very much through so many of 
its most competent professors having taken their educa 
tion through the medium of" the German, and their con 
tinuing to do all their higher musical thought in that 
language. 
.2. Berlin Is the better place to hear- opera; Leipsic is 
less expensive. Probably there is no great difference in 
the real value of the opportunities for musical education 
in the two places. The popular impression that there 
is only one musical conservatory in Berlin is wide of the 
, . mark, 
8. The Royal High School of Music is now under 
the lead of Joachim. There are several other conserve 
tones, large and flourishing, chief ampng them being that 
of Scharwenka, Klindworth, Neue Academie. der Ton- 
kunst, Fr. Eullak, Dr. Stern’s conservatory, etc; 
4. In all German schools the year is divided into two 
semesters, one beginning in October, the other at Easter. 
You are expected to stay at least one semester. 
In general, I would say that the value of going abroad 
to study is greatly exaggerated. A majority of Ameri¬ 
can-students now in Europe would have been better 
taught here in America. There are better opportunities 
for hearing music, and one gets a broader outlook upon 
the world. As a preparation for practical teaching in 
America, any wise graduate of a European conservatory 
will tell you that it took him from one to five years, 
after coming home, to get over the unavailable part of 
his' German notions. 
particular happy in combining the technical with the 
poetical. ' The second book, like the first, will be sold for 
25 cents in advance of publication, if money accompanies 
the order. Send for them before it is too late. 
PUBLISHER’S NOTES. 
There is something new under the sun. This time it 
is a new setting of ancient and modem gems of thought, 
and the name of it is “ Musical Mosaics.” Our print¬ 
ers are rapidly pushing this work forward, and the in¬ 
dications are that in our next number we can say that 
the work is ready for delivery. 
This book is one that we for several reasons are 
proud to issue. In the first place, it was not written as a 
money-making scheme, but by a gentleman who has near 
at heart the advancement of true musical culture in the I 
mind of both teacher and pupil, professional and 
amateufv musician and non-musician. The compiler, 
Mr. W. F. Gates, spent months of patient toil in search¬ 
ing for, reading, copying, and arranging these mind 
jewels which he now gives us in “ Musical Mosaics.” 
Every selection was carefully weighed, every sentence 
thoughtfully scanned before it was allowed a place in the 
collection, and, as a result, we have the creme de la creme 
of what has been written concerning music in its highest 
realms. 
Again, we are proud of the book because of the hand¬ 
some appearance i^ will present, and are glad, not only 
to publish the first work of the kind given to the English- 
speaking public, but glad that we can put it out at a price 
which will allow the most indigent or economical reader 
to own a copy ;. and in owning this book you own not 
one book alone; but the best thoughts of hundreds of 
books. What more could be wished ? 
The retail price will be $1.50, but all orders received 
before October 1st will be filled at 75 cents, provided 
that cash accompanies the order. Certainly this is 
liberal. A 300-page book, beautifully bound, for seventy: 
five cents. Sena in your orders at once before you forget 
it. We will gladly sendrdescriptive circulars when re¬ 
quested to do so. 
Mason’s Two-finger Exercises will be ready by Sept. 
1st, in time for Fall teaching. It is a work that will have 
to be closely studied before full benefit can be derived 
from it. Most of the work consists of reading matter, 
giving a full exposition of Touch and manner of practice. 
The exercises are condensed into five pages; but con¬ 
tain material for every form of technical exercise within 
compass of two fingers. We consider this an epoch¬ 
marking work in piano teaching—one that should be 
studied by every progressive teacher. The opportunity 
to procure the work at a low price is yet open. Twenty- 
five cents will purchase the work in advance of publica 
tion, if cash is sent with order. The retail price will be 
$1.00. See advertisement elsewhere in this issue. 
The time is soon at hand for teachers to be thinking of 
their next year’s work. While the profession were off rus¬ 
ticating we have been actively preparing for Fall trade. 
We have ordered the best of several leading catalogues 
and added to our stock all that we knew to be valuable. 
We will be prepared to fill orders with greater dispatch 
than ever.-We will make more of the editions of Peters, 
Augener, Litolff, Steingrabe.r, etc,, than formerly.' We 
are convinced that in these editions you not only get 
reliable edition of classical works but they give greater 
satisfaction to the pupil. All standard classical works 
ought to be purchased in this form, r Why pay 75 cents 
for one of Chopin’s Waltzes when you can get the whole 
of them, fourteen, for 50 cents, in one volume? 
We have gotten up a new on^s^e circular, which may 
interest our readers. If you aWpbntemplating a change 
of music dealer this coming season, think of us in that 
connection and send for terms, ejfc. 
The second volume of Piano Studies, by Anton Strelezki 
willjbe ready in September. Thedelay in issue is caused 
by some important changes in material, which we desired 
to have maae. The author has composed five new studies 
ii place >f ■ s* - .i";i ml, j h < i w though < raid 
c improved W< now < n dei tl i . — ~**»3 s \ ilume 
superioi the 5i st The n of alternating a finger 
study with one for expression will be followed * in .the 
bo i The s ro m for just me! Indies in the w< k 
>f pi b teaching 5-k prefer pleasing studies 
ar<' mi i a'1 i s well i • m chjuic J I he auth n 1 % - bt en 
Trenton, N. J., June 5, 1889. 
Theo. Presser: 
Dear Sir :—Enclosed find $18, for which you will 
please send The Etude for one year to the enclosed list 
of names—all pupils of mine. 
I would like to have you send me as a premium, the ‘ 
Dactylion (7 subscribers), ‘* How to Understand Music,” 
Voi. 1 (6 subscribers), “New Lessons in Harmony” 
(3 subscribers), “ Bach’s Lighter Compositions ” (2 sub¬ 
scribers). 
I am a new subscriber myself for your excellent jour¬ 
nal, but so thoroughly have I enjoyed it myself, that I 
have no hesitation in recommending it to my pupils, and 
only regret that it has been so late in coming to my own 
notice. I had.often seen “ads” of the journal, but _ 
supposed it was like the ordinary trade journal and paid 
no particular attention to it. If the standard is kept up 
as at present, The Etude will find a warm friend in yours • 
truly, 
Charles W. Pettb, 
131 Jackson Street, Trenton, N. J. 
Crete, Nebraska, June 26, 1889. 
These words came to me from an American violinist 
now in London, England: “I read with interest what 
you have written, and feel not a little pride in placing 
The Etude before some of the musical ‘ big guns ’ here. 
There is no journal in England to equal it in its special 
field.” W. F. Gates. 
Editor of The Etude :— 
In the July number of the Etude is an article by M. 
W. Chase on courses of study. 
I wish to add my own voice to that of many others in 
asking for courses of study to be established as standards 
by the American College of Musicians. 
There are two points of the subject that I have not 
seen touched in any article, and yet they are, in my 
opinion, of importance; at all events here in the West. 
1. There is an almost incredible amount of ignorance 
about how much time, spent in continuous hard work, 
is necessary to make a piano player of even moderate 
attainments. Standards as mentioned above and estab¬ 
lished in the right way, would give parents an idea as to 
the amount of time, money, and work necessary. 
2. The conscientious teacher would have a better 
chance to show, not only his thoroughness of instruction 
in the results attained, but also the necessity for tho¬ 
roughness in study. ^ 
He would have an opportunity to see his work con¬ 
trasted with and compared to the only too common 
methods of teachers engaged in the business without 
regard for anything except financial results, 
" Herbst. 
NEW MUSIC. 
TWO EASY SONATINAS, Op. 18, No. 1 in F, No. 2 
in D, by Ad. M. Foerster. Fritz Schuberth, Jr., 
Leipzig and Hamburg. 
These two sonatinas will form a valuable addition to 
the repertory of teachers in the earlier grades. They 
are dear in form, pleasing in ideas, graceful in style, 
musician-like in treatment, and, what is more, they lie 
well for the hand, and are every way well adapted for 
teaching purposes with a large class of young' pupils. 
SONG OF THE MILL, for pianoforte, by F. L. Morey. 
MJELODIE ETUDE, for pianoforte, by F. L. Morey. 
Milwaukee, Wm. Rohlfing & Co. 
The first of these pieces is smoothly written, with a 
pleasing melody and a characteristic movement. It is 
somewhat harder to play than it appears, on account of 
some double intervals and interlocking passages— 
•The second is quite difficult. It has a good melody 
for the left hand, with extended chords, the right having ■ 
an accompaniment of double interval passages. Both 
are well written and instructive. 
E. SCHUBERT & CO., NEW YORK. 
Mazurka Caprice...M. B. Rjcharde. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY, CHICAGO, ILL. * 
Swinging Waltz.........>..«Birkhofer.\ 
Woodland Voices, Waltz......... ** 
Piquant Au de Ballet.i.................... li 
I regard music not only as an art whose object it is.to 
please the ear, but as one of the most powerfulfmeans of 
opening our hearts and of moving our affecti6na.^0^iid|bI 
Music, the daughter rather than the imitatoriof-Na¬ 
ture, impelling us to pious thought by its: solemn; i- f ■■ te¬ 
nons accents, appeals directly to' our felelings, and is 
mistress of our deepest emotions.’—Weber, 
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OPENING PAPER, BY ALBERT ROSS PARSONS, 
Of New York City. 
TEACHING REFORMS.* Association would long since have become simply the Music Teachers’ Mutual Admira- 
* - tion Society and Annual Summer Excursion and Profession Debating Club I 
Let us change all that, add instead of longer aiming our individual experience and 
opening paper by albert ross parsons wisdom at each other’s heads, let us stand Bhoulder to shoulder and bring our com- 
f e  ork ity. bined experience and wisdom to bear upon the millions of music-studying youth of 
__ this country. 
' Parents often find it hard to assume the proper frame of mind for receiving inatruc- 
■ . ~ . tion from their offspring; but if ever a parent was called upon to take such medicine, 
Is it not indeed a glaring inconsistency to exact on the one hand, from our pupils, ^be j|U8jc Teachers’ National Association is. that parent, and we shall do extremely 
the strictest-attention to rule and principle in all the technicalities of pianoforte train- wejj learn a much needed lesson from our lusty bantling, the American College of 
ing, and on the other, to tolerate, if not exemplify, irregularity, lawlessness and want j£nsiciang 
of principle in personal conduct?. Here we discover the precise relations between What course has the American College of Musicians pursued? Have its members 
moral and musical training. Music is an inspired art, and musicians are conscious of been accustomed to meet together and read to each other essays? No. They organ- 
a divine inspiration in . their work. If on the wings of artistic rules and principles jzed) get. up standards, and promptly went to work, 
. they soar to super-terrestrial heights in art, it is because as artists they have been taught What the American College of Musicians has done for the rising" teachers of 
proper self-control; while if, as men, they grovel without rule or principle in the Amerjca> now let the Music Teachers’ National Association do for the rising genera- 
depths of license, it is because in matters of morals they have not been taught proper (,;on 0f students of music. Soon, then, the question will no longer be heard, whether 
self control. a teacher teaches the Stuttgart or the Leipsic or the Parisian method, buj, instead, 
Musical training without moral training invites shipwreck precisely as would nautical Aether or not he teaches the National Association method. 
ave its e bers 
o. hey organ¬ 
training, were the existence of ocean currents, hidden rocks and cyclonic regions 
entirely ignored. 
Let us for the present start, if you please, with Stephen Emery’s Foundation 
Studies for the Pianoforte, and the second book of Kuilak’s Material for Pianoforte 
In this matter neither race nor creed are goncerned. All who recognize the force ln8truetion, for our Elementary Grade ; and then follow Ridley Prentice’s Musician 
of moral power, whether we be Christian, Hebrew or Mohammedan, can go hand in fQr gjx Grra,des, combining with Prentice’s Fifth and Sixth Grades respectively, 
handjto the banks of the Ganges, and there find an ancient doctrine acceptable to all 
alike, and a doctrine bearing the closest analogy to the course of artistic development. 
That doctrine teaches five stages in human development, viz. 
1st and lowest stage: Mere sense, consciousness and self-gratification; the motive 
here being the desire to have. ■ 
the examination lists of the American College of~Musicians .for the Fellowship 
and Associateship degrees; ending with our College’s list of pieces for the Mastery 
degree. 
We shall thus have established eight grades, as a form for organizing our musical 
teaching so as to educate the whole nation on a uniform plan. When all American 
2d stage : Self-control, and circumscription of sense-activity; the motive here being cbj[dren can possess, and study from, an authorized series of musical text books, then 
restriction of desire. 
3d stage: Work, with free exercise of sensuous activity, but with the senses as ser¬ 
vants, not as masters ; the motive here being the desire to do. 
4th stage: Sacrifice of personal will, and new birth into the Supreme Will: the 
the latitude and longitude of a given city will have no more determining effect upon 
the musical education of its inhabitants than they now do upon their mathematical or 
grammatical teaching. 
Now music is studied in order to learn certain pieces. Then certain pieces will be 
motive being the desire to subordinate the doing to the control of a Power higher than gtudied in order tQ reacb a certain gi.ade of musical proficiency. 
the individual will. 
5th stage: Intuitive knowledge, the negatkm of self being complete; whence the 
perception of the superhuman ideal becomes immediate, profound and clear. 
Are not these five stages just as apparent in the evolution of art as of character? 
Then, too, parents who now, as between having their own tastes and ideas consulted 
in the musical education and deferring to the views of the isolated teacher, stand up 
for their own tastes and views every time, will submit unquestioningly to having their 
children pursue ai graded and standard system of instruction, in order that they may 
Is not the child first drawn to the pianoforte by the desire of self gratification in bfi nQ iess tHoronghly accomplished in the divine-art at the close of their course than 
tones?—„ - * their young companions and associates. For in education it is not with received stan- 
Is he not taught self-control and the curbing of natural impulse from the outset in dardfJ thaJ. people quarrel) but only with the individual who appears to be acting 
his technical and musical training ? 
Is he not then led to find his pleasure in work, all mere sense-gratification being 
subordinated to a desire to do something artistically meritorious ? - 
solely on his own authority. 
It is not affirmed that the Ridley Prentice Books to which allusion was made are 
either ideally perfect or perfectly suited to American needs and conditions. But they 
Is he not next led to the sacrifice of self at the altar of the ideal, and thus brought are mine of information for the great body of our teachers, and they have the honor 
into coinmunion with the spirit of the great art of all periods? 0f doing splendid pioneer work in a direction where heretofore individual caprice has 
And finally, does he not by these stages reach the plane where he walks no longer ruied and generally ruined, 
by artistic faith, but instead by direct artistic insight, so that now it is no longer self, What is needed ia the appointment by this Association of a committee of representa- 
but Art, which through his work addresses his fellow-mortals? tive American pianoforte teachers, authorized to compile in the course-efrthe next year 
This outline of the kinds of training-muscular, sensuous, intellectual and moral- nr sn twn nmirfies. one Qf Classical and Romantic Music, from Handel arid Bach on 
demanded of the musiciaii in our day, opens a pretty broad field for teaching reforms. 
- The practical question now follows: What is the individual teacher to do in the 
premises? 
or so two graded courses, one of Classical and Romantic Music, from Handel and Bach on 
to Schumann, Chopin, Henseltand Liszt, and one of books to be studied, bearing upon 
the history and aesthetics of music, and the relations of art and civilization, religious* 
political and social. The pieces should be fully annotated, technically, theoretically 
The first thing, in our opinion, for him to do, is to rise on the floor of this house and ^athetio&ny from.an available-sources, including the pens of our best American 
1/4 nnk if llin M rtnm ' I 'rt n rtVi nnn* MniiAnnl A nnnn,n4i/\M in vnnlln in n n i-.mil/in Jmnnnn _ and ask if the Music Teachers’ National Association is really in a position to discuss 
teaching reforms at all. 
The old recipe had it, that to cook a hare properly you must first catch your hare. 
How can that be re-formed which has never yet taken any sort of form ? And how 
is this Association to effect reforms before it has set in operation some authorized form 
of instruction ? ' 
What has the Association ever done towards formulating any detailed plan of a 
methodic system of instruction for use throughout the United States ? 
XT-t __a__a  La-1 J 11 a a I_1 iL. -a * i._a!_1 
writers, after the plan of Ridley Prentice’s “Musician,” Kullak’s Chopin, Yon 
Bulow’s Beethoven, and Mathew’s Studies in Phrasing. In the mass of material thus 
collected the committee should designate a pertain series of pieces as covering all 
.points in the various grades of the National Course of Instruction from beginning to 
artistic end, leaving it to the teacher to select from the rest of the pieces of the regu¬ 
lar graded course alternate pieces, at his discretion* 
The reports of a few years of National work on this basis will demonstrate the aver¬ 
age rate of progress of the average student of music, and will enable the Association 
^Notjo speak at present of school and college text-books, the system of international tQ de8; ate the nQmber of yearSf Qf terms, and lessons usually required to carry the 
Sunday-school lessons affords an example of a vastJuxly of .material methodically pian0 8tilldent from tbe begmning ofthe course to Beethoven’s Op. 106, avoiding use- 
dmded and annotated in detail, with citation*from all possible sources, and thus pro- legg repetition8 of material practically the same; yet meglecting no essential interme- 
vidmg for the instruction of millions^ of children all on the same lines, with the same djate gtep 
thoroughness, and at the same rate of progress. Once execute such a series and improvements will doubtless follow. It will then 
Is it not the highest duty of a National Association of Teachers, such as ours, to always be in order {or tbis A880Ciation to introduce new features in prescribing the 
similarly gather together, and methodically group and classify what facte should be National line of work) just as 8cbool boarda continually replace, year by year, a- 
learned, what exercises and pieces should be played, and what books should be read, 
in order in due season to cover the entire field of music, or, at all events, as large a 
portion of it as talent and opportunity permit ? 
Really, it would seem that it is the corporate action of the Music Teachers’ National 
_• ZDa.a_j. ...» - ..i . ■ leacner. 
set ofyclass books! by another, whenever an improvement is discovered. The one thin 
that will never /happen will be ever again throwing the responsibility of dete n 
the coiirse of musical instruction for, American children back upon the int 
Association which 'stands most in heed of reform. personality of a gifted master tells in a college as well as in private tutoring.- 
Ye have thus far met from year to year largely to hear each other’s ideas, but not Meanwbile it ba8 been pointed out thatit is easier from a height to direct the evolutions 
to take action on those ideas f and *e have then returned to our respective homes to f hundreda of thousands of soldiers than to handle a dozen men in a thicket, 
A f  A 1_L  J J *1.1 _* _ X _ xl.  X  • forget most of what we have heard, and quietly appropriate the rest as our own pri¬ 
vate property. 
.Will the Music Teachers’ National Association now rise to the height of its great 
opportunity, and take the musical education of the youth of to-day, on which depends 
% 8|dent> Providence had not provided for an adequate supply of per- ^ taate8 ^ the next generation, out of the hands of isolated ind iduals, , emi 
Ylo I lHinaunnromno a nn avaMinno in nnv wonlro rionhana tha Mnoio ToqoIioikiI XTntionnl “Cs'V- - • A j . - .. i . sonal idiosyncracies and aversions in our ranks, perhaps the usic Teachers’ National 
* Bead before the Music Teachers’ National Association at Philadelphia, Pa. 
nent of whom are almost sure to be specialists, and enable the entire profession to keep 
uniform step and move as one man toward the desired goal of:"all onr teaching? 
.wmMmmmt | 
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premiums. 
Phrasing, Dy Matnews,.... a 
Bach’s Lighter Compositions, Kullak,...... 2 
Sheet Music from my Catalogue to the 
amount of $1.50 for...  2 
Allegrsndo-Musical Game,........,. 2 
Pocket Metronome. 2 
Whys and Wherefores in Music,. 2 
Practical. Harmony, Ritter...  2 
“ I’ll Sing you a Little Song ” (engraving), 2 
New Lessons in Harmony,... 3 
Music Folio and Roll,...  8 
Instruction Book, Piano or Organ,.......... 8 
Piano Teaching, LeCouppey. 8 
Spengler’s Technic,.   3 
Lessons in Musical History, Fillmore,...™ 4 
Musical- Study at Home, Harvey,. 4 
Etude, one year........................ 4 
Pianoforte Music, Fillmore,. 4 
How to Understand Music, either vol¬ 
ume, Mathews,.... 6 
Dactylion.. .. ...i.... 7 
Album of Photographs of Great Masters, 8 
Maelzel Metronome (by express),......™... 10 
Technicon (by express)....25 
Five-octave Practice-Clavier (by express), 60 
Seven-octave . u “ 60 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE 
ETUDE.” 
UPON 
We will send any of the following periodicals and Th® 
Etude for the price named in the second column. 
Pub. With 
price. Etude. 
TITHE following list of premiums is offered as an 
®JL® inducement to those who choose to work for 
The Etude. This is simply paying for work done. 
Teachers will find this list of advantage in 
soliciting subscriptions from pupils. 
Let it be remembered that we send The Etude 
free for one year to any one sending us four sub¬ 
scriptions at full-rates. 
We allow no premium for one subscriber. 
TOUCH iD TECHNIC, 
American Gardener. 1.00 
_ Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper.. 4.00 
“ Popular Monthly.. 3.00 
We have now in press and shall publish early in Sep- Sunday Magazine.. 2.50 
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KNOWN TO 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
Readers of The Etude do not need to be reminded 
of its value, nor of the extremely high opinion held of 
it by such practical teachers as MR. SHERWOOD, 
his assistant, Mr. Hugh Kelso, Mr. Mathews, 
Prof. Cady, Prof. Fillmore, and many others. 
A THING OF THE PAST. 
MASON'S TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
eet music form, ten pages. Five pages are de- is in sh  
voted to 
Grand premium. 
AN UPRIGHT PIANO. 
The publisher will send a new upright piano 
EXPLANATIONS OF TOUCH, 
THE TWO-FINGER EXERCISES, 
THE MODE OF PRACTICE, 
POSITIONS AND METHODS OF USING THE 
FINGERS AND HANDS, Etc., 
and five pages contain the Exercises themselves. The 
explanations are singularly clear; Dr. Mason having 
taken the greatest possible pains to guard against the 
misapprehensions to which students are liable in taking 
up exercises so novel and bo diversified in their method 
of practice as these. 
In the opinion of many of the best pianists and teachers 
1st. Sheet Music and Sheet Publications of all kinds, 
with this Binder applied, become practically inde¬ 
structible. 
2d. It is the only article ever invented for binding and 
protecting the leaves and edges of sheet music, 
and what is more, it thoroughly performs its work. 
3d. By its use Music will last indefinitely. 
4th. No leaves can drop to the.floor_and_become lost, 
torn, or separated. L 
5th. It facilitates the rolling of music for the music roll. 
6th. It materially assists in turning the leaves. 
7th. Its application will improve the appearance, and 
the leaves will retain their proper position and 
remain open while in use. 
8th. It is doubly valuable to beginners, as Music with 
this article applied will neither wear nor tear. 
9th. Its application is so simple that a child can apply it. 
Boxes containing Binders for 40 and 90 Pages. 
Price 25 and 50 Cents. 
Address, 
THE0. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
to the party se 
subscribers betw 
June 15th, 1889. 
>nd a new upright piano Mason’8 Two-finger Exercises are the most valuable 
r sending the largest dumber of contribution to Pianoforte Pedagogics made 
et een December 15th, 1888, and daring the past half century, 
jgg \ v W-e have also arranged for the early publication of 
NOW READY. ■ 
1. Names of those who desire to try for this Mason’s School of Octaves, including the technic of the 
premium must be recorded, and mention made wrist, elbow and upper arm. „ 
each time subscriptions are-sent in, so that proper 
credit can be given. 
2. The regular premiums will, also, be given to' 
those competing for the Grand premium. The 
Grand premium is considered ah extra premium 
for the one sending in the largest number of 
subscribers^ 
PRIQB $LOO.Q /• 
Address Publisher, y/ 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
GROVE’S DICTIONARY 
OP * IjSMiSp 
MUSIC AND MUSICIAN 
The only Complete Enoyotopoadia >f Music in 
the English Langubg - 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
Previous to publication, September 1st, this work will 
be sold for Twenty-fire Cents, postpaid. Cash must 
accompany the order. Not more than five copies will 
be sent to one address at this low rate. 
Express 
IN. roUR VOIiTJMES. 
48.00 per Volume, 817.00 fer Complete W 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
m 
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A MEW MET 
Why continue to teach under the old-time method, with its drudgery and nerve-wearing in¬ 
fluences, when modern science provides a new method which gives greater results with less labor, 
together with strengthening effects upon the physical system, instead of exhausting the nervous ener¬ 
gies, which constitute such an im¬ 
portant factor in piano playing., 
This new method is now being 
used with great success by the most 
eminent piano teachers, and at the 
leading Conservatories, Colleges 
of Music, Academies, etc. 
It is the result of a thorough 
investigation into the physiologic- 
cal side of piano playing, and 
involves most important scientific 
principles, which show plainly the 
causes of the great wear and tear 
upon the nervous system, result¬ 
ing from technical exercises at the 
piano, as also the reason of the 
small results produced thereby, 
compared with the time expended; while it provides a remedy by means of a 
practical embodiment of important theories, in £L scientific apparatus for 
attaining the necessary physicabresults sought for by technical 
exercises, but winch it accomplishes in much less time. 
Teachers and pupils should make themselves acquainted with the 
principles involved in this new and economic method, which can now be 
obtained at a price within the reach of all, and which has at the head of its 
long list of eminent endorsers, the name of the greatest of pianists, the late 
Abb£ Liszt. 
STUDENT’S TECHNXCON. 
2=SaXC0E $12. 
Valuable information, in regard to this scientific 
method of training the hand, sent free, on application. 
For further particulars, apply to the inventor, 
J. BROTHERHOOD, ■ 
Mo. 0 WEST 14tli STREET, MEW ¥OBK, 
From, JMCoritz Mosenthal. 
To Mb. Virgil. 
Dear Sir—I recently had occasion to see and examine one 
of yonr Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander 
Lambert, and I desire io express to you my full appreciation 
of the excellence of your invention. Notwithstanding the 
•well known aphorism of Robt. Schumann, that “One cannot 
learn to speak from the dumb,” J am convinced that many 
technical difficulties may be conquered upon your instru- 
ment more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary 
■way: and witn the utmost regard for the ears of sensitive 
neighbors._ 
In my own practice, I make special use of the silent key¬ 
board—yours is this and much more. 
A, SILENT FIAB0. 
« 
FOR TEACHING AND 
ALL PRACTICE. 
Used and Recommended by the GREATEST ARTISTS and 
TEACHERS in the WORLD. 
FOR EVERY TEACHER, PUPIL, PLAYER, HOME AND SCHOOL. 
New York, January 13th, 1889. f 
INEXPENSIVE, PORTABLE, DURABLE. 
The Virgil Practii e Clivier Co., , 
12 EAST 17th ST., NEW YORK. 
Mr. A. K. Virgil. 
Dear Sir—Allow me to congratulate you on your useftil 
and much needed invention, the “Practice Cla'ier.” lam 
using it and like it very much. The principles of touch 
involved are entirely correct and meet my fhll .approbation 
For acquiring perfect linger control, for gaining strength: 
and endurance, and as a means .for silent pr cti« it i 
excellent. 
Wishing you great success, I am cordially yours, 
THE ETUDE 135 
PRINCESS SNOWFLAKE, course _in harmony 
Or Beyond the Icebergs, 
A NEW OOMIO OPERA IN THREE ACTS, 
WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC, 
Complete Libretto can be furnished on application 
By Benjamin Cross, Jr. 
PRICE $1.25. 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. .1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
“We know no other work in which a mnaical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer 
oise.”—The Nation, New York. V 
This work is based on the ideas of Da. Huoo Biemann, and has as 
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in music.”—The Nation. 
Dr. Biemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation. 
AN ELEGANT GIFT. 
FAMOUS THEMES OF 
GREAT COMPOSERS. 
EDITED BY MISS CHARLOTTE W. HAWES. 
By GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M. 
JPJtXCJS 91.80. 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough! Adapted for a short course 
or for an extended period of study. A great saving of 
time to teachers. A real help to students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already intro¬ 
duced in several :6f the best conservatories in this country. Irs pamphlet 
form it has had large sale, and now that it ig completed, it seems sure 
to take a leading place among works on Harmony. 
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout 
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students. 
- It will lead gtadente wot only to a theoretical acquaintance 'with Har¬ 
mony, bnt also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres¬ 
sions and treatments by .ear us readily as with the eye. 
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the interest of the 
course is well sustained. It will not be found dry by any careful stu¬ 
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-hook of this 
kind, never having appeared before. 
The book will be round interesting and helpful in every way to the 
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In' advanced study it will be found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction oi its excellence will strengthen as it is 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet published. 
Address ■ 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
+ SPENGLER’S -f 
System of Technic, 
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRICE, $1.00. limp Cloth, 12.00 
FOURTH EDITION. PRICE, 75 CENTS. 
A collection offac simile reproductions of the most fesaoua themes 
of the great composers, exactly as originally written. A rare and 
valuable collection of exceptional interest to all musicians, not only 
on account of the fact that we are able to see just how the great 
masters began the actual work on their most celebrated compositions, 
but because of the deep personal interest contributed fay the auto¬ 
graphic reproduction. Tne following partial list" of contents shows 
the worth of the book : “ I know that my Redeemer liv ath,” Handel: 
8onata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Song, Mozart; Prelude, “Av@ Maria,” 
J. Sebastian Bach; “Erl King,” Frans Schubert; “Song without 
Words,” Mendelssohn; “ Overture toTanhauser,” Wagner. 
Address, 
THEO PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
J&l Original and Jlighly Interesting Y/ori[ !oi 
Professional and /bnateiur. 
; '■ jrar JPUMXlSMMXt, 
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has been to set before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit:— 
to develope the weaker fingers, ana .to equalize the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands. alike to every possible posh 
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers. 
Myioe to Young Students of the Pianoforte, 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PRICK, 10 Cta. 
Some good advice for every one studying the plana 
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY. 
By CARL REINECKE. 
PRICE, 85 -Cta. 
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady. 
ALLEGRANDO, nkture+of+hkrkony 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENIC GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
-■ / 
This game consists, of cardamon which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on,every card. Afler a nunjber are distributed imong 
the players. She cards are played iu succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one.for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note: This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rnles for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. •’V 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or anyVotfaer instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various key* in which mnsic is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
.Practice in musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music.. _ 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to jplayihg this game is not waited, as In most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study must will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons . 
PRIOE, 60 CENT8. ' 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRE88EII, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
GRAND, SQUARE, aid OPBIGST 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establiShei'them as 
By Db. HUGO BIEMANN. 
(Seeend Edition.) _ PRIOR, 85 ©ter*. 
An exposition of some modem ideas of Harmony. 
METHOD OF STUDY. 
By G A. MACOEOLE. _ 
Among the many topics treated in this little pamphlet 
are “OB agobd louch,” “ Repose in playing,” “Magnetism 
in playing/’ etc., etc.! - .'Prices 10 cents. 
• •• —IK— - 
1m, U, Miaisliip, mi IraMlifi! 
Ifgsy Haas folly Warranted feu 5 Tear*. 
wwi Kki m k co.v 
^22 ft 84 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON 
By E. E. AYEBS, 
Price, One Dollar. Post-paid. 
It Is well known that many of onr most valuable works on musical 
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being peak 
tively incomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless style is 
which they are written. --Especially is this true of tfauslatlons of Ger¬ 
man text-hooks. • These books may be characterized by their long *nd 
involved sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire 
periods that express nothing whatever. Especially Ig this true of onr 
“Text-books on Counterpoint.” They are written by profound musical 
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had forgotten the 
slow and essy'steps by which they themselves arrived at their conefe. 
SlOBB. 
The anther of this new work thoroughly believes in taking the timid 
student of the musical art by the hand and leading him gently, by easy 
steps, to the heights of Parnassus. 
It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint, 
written originally in the English language. It clearly marks out all 
the student’s work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exeiv 
rises in. each chapter. These tasks being indicated in their proper 
place, the student may not be in doubt as to Us work for m moment. 
HISTORY OF PUP-FOHTE MUSIC. 
By J. O, FHiLMOBE. 
“ Mr. Fillmore tfaaerv* the thanks of the musical people for -..sving 
written a very readable book oa an interesting subject. * • * Shows 
an intelligence rare among English writers on Buch topics.”—The No- 
tion. New York. 
“ We most cordially reoommend this little volmafrss being thoroughly 
interesting and most useful to all who desire to study the subject oil 
which it treats.—The Athenseum, London, England. 
Endorsed by aU the leading pianists and teachers of America. 
We Presiafa Few Communications oat of Many Received:. 
“As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be 
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathews. 
“ It is worthy of very high eomtaendation.”—Dr. Wb, Mason. 
“I can only express myself in the highest tonus of praise concerning" 
it.”—Db. Louis Maas, , 
“ I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—ffx 
H. Sherwood. 
“It is a-mine of valuable information for the student, and should be 
In the hands oF-everyone interested in music.”—H. Clarence Emst. 
“ It is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should,' 
in my judgment, be in the hands of every earnest piano student.”— 
Dt let Buck. 
! “ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the 
i library of every stndent of the piano.”—Mm. Julia SivS-Kino. 
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introdua® 
*tto my pupils.”—Emil Lisblino. 
“An excellent work.”—Amy Fat. 
‘Every piano pnpil ought to read it.”—Richard Zxckwkb. 
“ Will prove a great aid to all earnest students.”—H. A. Clarke. 
“The author is evidently master of his subject.”—John S. Dwisms. 
PLAYS-AND 
and Family, 
. k MUS1C TEACHERS. 
By E. M. SEFTON 
PHce9 - - SO^Centa, 
The book contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pnpil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, eta j etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, PE. 
'BY A KINDERGAR TNER. 
PRICE SO CENTS. 
The most popular work of the kind' ever published. 
It has passed'through numerous editions. 
THEO. PRESSES, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnqt'Street. PhlladelphlaPa. 
IS 6 T HE ET JD 
. SURE BAR' .. 
Operas—Piano and Vocal Score. We have over 200 
of these Operas, bound in paper cover; all are foreign, 
with German, French or Italian words. Most of them 
are the original editions, and are to be had only.in 
that form. All the most noted composers of Europe 
are among them. Among the Operas are Martha, 
Flotow; Star of the North, Meyerbeer; Favorita, 
Donizetti; Stradella, Flotow; Mirello, and Romeo 
and Juliet, Gounod; Margolaine, Lecocq; FraDiavolo, 
Auber, and numerous others. Many of these scores 
are marked as high as $10.00. We make a uniform 
price of $1.00 each, and pay the postage. Please state 
whether piano or vocal score is desired. 
Echos d* Europe 
Eu 
A collection of vocal music by some 
celebrated ropean composers, with foreign words 
only. Each volume contains from 30 to 50 choice 
songs by Italian and other composers. Price 50 cents 
each, postpaid. This is not one-fourth of the original 
price. 
Volumes of Plano Mnsic. Containing Classical Music. 
Each volume has music by only one composer. These 
are foreign publications. Price 60 cents each. 
Foreign Songs* 10,000 pieces of Vocal Music, by the 
most eminent writers, such as Schubert, Mendelssohn, 
Rubinstein, Gounod, Verdi, Rossini, etc. The pieces 
are mostly the original editions, and have foreign words 
only. In order that an idea can be formed of the 
music, we have made up a lot of samples into bundles 
containing 5 pieces, which will be sent to any address 
for 25 cents, postpaid. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
By James Hamilton Howe. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion, 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Valse of 
Touch, Power, and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbreviation 
and Theory of Touch. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and two 
minor, in all keys, supplemented by attractive Lessons 
and Illustrative Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain'exercises in an interesting 
manner. 
Price, $1.60. Liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
HIE 
HENRY fi MILLER 
PIA N O S 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO .COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
•, j 
bsta^lis: IST-©. 
ER’S VOICE 
TWO NEW BOOKS. 
“TTvg 
“Choice Classics. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
(a''a--+•--—Si-—■-*^5 
FOR PIANO. 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET.  ...JADASSOHN 
ALBUM LEAP. GRUTZMACHER 
ALBUM LEAF.....  .BARGIEL 
AM EEK..  SCHUBERT 
AT EVENING........  .8CHYTTE 
BARCAROLLE...  .TSCHAIKOWSKY 
BONNE NUIT..........-........NIEMANN 
CANZONETTA............... - JENSEN 
CANZON ETTA ..   HGLLAENBER 
CANZONETTA...................   MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD’S FROLICS.   .MEYER 
CONSOLATION..... II8ZT 
CRADLE SONG...    KJERULF 
FIRST MEETING......  ....NICODE 
FLEETING TIME....    .HABERBIER 
FliOWER OF SPRING.........HABERBIER 
FROLICS........... .vox WILM 
HAPPINESS ENOUGH..............................SCHUMANN 
HERZENSLIEIX'HEN... HAUSE 
LEICHTES SPIEL... WOLFF 
LIED OHNE WORTE. ..H0L2EL 
LOVE SONG. HEN8ELT 
MJSLODIE. MGSZKOW8KI 
ELODIE...VON HOLTEN 
MENUETTO ... 8CHARWENKA 
MOMENT MUSICAL...........SCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS..(jensen) NIEMANN 
NOCTURNE....MEYEE-HELMUNB 
NORWEGIAN SONG.  HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET........... .....HOFMANN 
POLONAISE...*...MERKEL 
REPENTANCE.    .NICODE 
ROMANCE.......................... ..RUBINSTEIN 
ROMANCE. SCHUMANN 
SERENADE,.   HABERBIER 
SLUMBER SONG....... HELLER 
TRAUMEREI... SCHUMANN 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS......VOX WILM 
ZUR LAUTE.... HOFMANN 
Price, in Boards, « - - $1.00 
Price, in Cloth, - - - 1.50 
. '.... ' ' 
“ Classic D u os 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice jn all its Phases . 
A Practical Guide for the Restoring:, the Culti¬ 
vating: and the -Preserving: of the Voice. 
ZVEB7 8Z37QZB AED XYX87 TZACHZ8 07 SD’SIS-3 8B0VLS HA7Z IT 
Werner’s Voice for 1880 will be Better and Brighter 
more-Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and 
Larger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and 
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy¬ 
sis ana. Criticism. 
$1.50 A YEAR; 15 CTS. A NUMBER. 
Mention The Enron, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy 
Addrearthe Editor and Proprietor, 
35DQA Ri S> 
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK. 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves both per¬ 
formers of the discomfort of playing from one book. 
Issued in the same careful and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS 
ANDANTE AND MARCH..BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL’S SERENADE.   .BRAGA 
AVE MARIA. GOUNOD 
CONFIDENCE. .’MENDELSSOHN 
GIFSEY DANCE....,,,. .......ERNST 
INTERMEZZO....fi.........................MENDELSSOHN 
MEDITATION.     .FAUCONIER 
MENUETT.... ...BOCCHERINI 
MENUETTO..............  ....GOUNOD 
MENUETTO.............. .....MOZART 
NIGHT SONG................VOGT 
NOCTURNE.....^.... ......MENDELSSOHN 
PA VANE, LA...... „v..■).  .EICHBEBG 
PIZZIC ATI (Sylvia). I.. DELIBES 
PSIERE, LA....fftl....\....A....................ERNST 
REVERIE,..........i.... .V..... I... FAUCONIER 
ROMANCE..-1.3. .  .SCHUMANN 
ROMANCE........ .HALE VY 
ROMANZA. KRAUSE 
SERENADE...®...T1TTL 
SERENADE.................................SCHUBERT 
SERENADE..   .HAYDEN 
SERENATA. MOSZKOW8KI 
SPRING’S AWAKENING. BACH 
TRAUMBRIE;............SCHUMANN 
Price, in Boards, Including separate Violin part, $1.00 
“ Cloth, 1.50 
FOB SALE AT ALL MUSIC STORES, 
L E T PUBLICATIONS. 
OKDKH BY 
number only. Grade 1 to 10. PRICK 
868. Mattoon, E. S. Larghetto G-razioso. 
Grade IV.... $0 30 
This piece is adapted from Kreutzer’s Violin Studies. 
It is in nocturne style, with an exquisite melody. The 
piece make s also an excellent study tn double notes. 
869. Everitt, L. Tripping Homeward. 
Grade III.................. 0 35 
Of a light character. Rhythm well marked in 
march time. • -- 
870. Moelling, Theodore. Cheerfulness. 
Grade II..... 0.30 
A pleasing little piece in maxourka movement; at¬ 
tractive tp. the aveiRge listener. 
871. Otto, J. Innocence. Grade II. 0 25 
A very simple piece of more than ordinary merit. 
The melody would be a credit to any writer. It 
sounds like Arthur Sullivan in his best vein. 
872. Otto, J. Tin Soldiers’ Parade. 
Grade II....:..... 0 25 
A child’s march; well made, carefully fingered and 
will prove an attractive teaching piece. 
873. Otto, J. Boat Song. Grade II. 0 25 
Cheerful and graceful. It is suggestive of the best 
In music. 
8,4. Otto, J. { } °Hf 0 * 
Two short pieces that will serve as an introduction 
to the classics. 
875. Otto, J. Weariness. Grade II. 0 25 
Nothing better for a young pupil of promise. 
876. Otto, J. Trotting along. Grade II.... 0 25 
Easy without being commonplace. 
877. Otto, J. Dolly’s Dance. Grade II. 0 25 
This piece 1b not a whit inferior to the rest of the , 
set called Eight Pieces for the Pianoforte for young 
players, without octaves. 
878. Meyer, Louis. Alice. Valse de Salon. 
Grade IV... 0 60 
This piece sprung into popularity at once. It is 
without doubt the finest piece by this admired writer, 
who might be called the Gustav Lange of America. 
879. Moelling, Theo. Little Dreamer’s 
Waltz. Grade II... 0 30 
This piece will please as well as instruct. It has a 
distinct melody. _ 
880. De Konski, A, Op. 332Tt“'Do Love 
Me” Waltz. Grade IV... 0 60 
One of the beet compositions by this talented writer. 
The themes of the waltz are taken from the writer’s 
This is a good axhibi- opera, “ Saltan of Zanzibar.’ 
tion piece. 
881. Biehl, A. Op. 111. Chiming Bells " ^ 
(@le<*enfpiel). Grade III. 0 60 
A typical parlor piece. Nothing difficult about the 
composition. It is pleasing throughout, and is in¬ 
tended to interest players of average capacity. 
882. Bryant, Gilmore W. Op. 0. Forty- 
three Practical Piano Studies. 
Applicable to any grade.. 1 50 
These studies ’are designed to provide remedies for 
the imperfections in playing. For pupils.that have 
been taught improperly, or nave not paid sufficient 
attention to spcn “trifles” as legato touch, 'accentua¬ 
tion, value of notes, two notes against three, and 
thirty-nine others of similar nature. 
883. dementi M. Op. 37. No. 1, Sonatina 
in EFlat...... ................ 0 60 
This piece receives an analysis in The Musician, by_ 
R. Prentice, which is perhaps the best reccaimenda- 
tion that can be given, as none but the choicest 'pieces-' 
. are contained .in this book. _ - 
884. Liszt, Fr. Soirees de Vienne. No. 0. 
Grade VII..,... 0 60 
This is one of the most popular of Lis >4 
is founded on Schubert’s Waltzes, principally ©p.-77. 
This edition has received a careful revision at ' e 
hands of Miss Neatly Stevens, the concert virtuoso. 
885. Rubinstein, A. Marche a la Turque 
(Beethoven). • Grade VI..'...'. 0 86 
An excellent edition of this celebrated1’Bravura 
piece. It requires a large hand to do it justice. It is - 
an effective concert piece. 
886. Smith, Wilson, G. Soherzino (Kje- 
rulf. Grade III........ 0 80 
Full of character and grace. It possesses much of 
the Norwegian flavor. It.la ana^cjuiaition to piano 
literature‘fiat players cannot afford' to pass by. 
887. Schumann, R. Op. 124. No. 16, Slum- 
* ber Song. Grade IV... 
A gem. No composition of Schumann’s with the 
exception of perhaps TrSumerei is played more. This 
edition is very accurately fingered and phrased. 
0 40 
888. The Twenty-four Soales in One.. 0 26 
- This is the only consecutive arrangement of all the 
Major and Minor Scales. They are to play from be¬ 
ginning to end without any interruption. 
889. Henselt, A. Repos d’Amour. 
Grade IV.....,. $0 80 
It is not generally known that this popular piece is 
one of a set of Henselt'gtudes. The melody is carried 
first in the left hand while the right hand plays a 
guitar accompaniment. It requires to fee gracefully Stayed. The piece is marked Duo. The lower voice 
i heard in first half of the piece after which a second 
voice joins it. The accompaniment is played between 
the two melodies and is not so easy as might appear. 
The piece is well worthy of study. 
890.1 Berens, H. Op. 79. Book I and n. 
891 :} Grade III. Each book... 
These studies are far superior to any Czerny ever 
wrote. There are more harmonic effects ancLmore at¬ 
tention is given to phrasing. They are without octave 
and are about as difficult as Duvernpy of 120. To 
those who want something of that grade there is 
nothing more superior. 
892.1 Concone, J. Op. SO. Book I and n. 
893 
902. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. 
Grade IY..’... 
908. 
904. 
905. 
906; 
Clark, Helen 
Grade IV. 
A. Certainty. 
Clark, Helen A. 
Grade III..... 
Idleness. 
Clark, Helen A. 
Grade IV..... 
Unrest. 
Clark, Helen, A. 
Grade IV. 
Out Seeking. 
907. Clark, HaIen_A^Joyous Hope. 
Grade IV.......... 
908. 
76 
Grade IV. Each book.... 1 26 
Charming studies for interpretation and deserve to 
be more used in teaching. Heller studies are not 
more pleasing, and with many pupils better results 
will be gained by using Concone, especially if vhere 
to a lack of musical reeling. If Concone will not 
awaken it nothing will. 
894. Bertini, H. Op. lOO. Book I. . 75 
895. 44 It .44 (4 “ XL.. 76 
896. tt 41 44 44 Complete. 1 50 
Grade III. 
912. Godard, Benjamin. Op. 64. Deuxieme 
Mazurka. Grade VII. 
This, is a superb composition. It has a fine melody in the 
bttos, some florid rhythm of the most effective kind in the right 
hand and to, taken for all in all, a thoroughly charming and 
. original composition. It is a fine concert number. 
913.. IJolzel, Gustav. Songs without Words 
"(Lied Ohne Worte.) Db major. Grade V. 
It contains two pleasing and well-rounded melodies, one in 
octave, and the accompaniment is characterized by repeated 
& chords. It will afford valuable work for the student in the 
study of the singing style. 
914. Volkmann. von R. Op. 63. No. 2, Walzer 
aus der Serenade. Grade IV. 
This composition to gay in mood,marked by distinct motives, 
well reiterated and clever bits of flying imitation. One capti¬ 
vating tone-figure (D—C—Bj-G—F),catches tbeattention easily 
and takes a prominent place in the melody. 
916. Helmund, Erik Meyer. Op. 28. No. 1, 
Nocturne. Grade IV. 
In this beautiful and highly emotional composition, we find 
ourselves in the midst of modern harmonization, and we feel 
that the realms of Chopin, Schumann and Wagner are not far 
distant. Its principal ideas lie in three remote keys, viz: Gfr, 
EbandBb major, but the transitions are made with graceful 
suddenness ana not with abrupt awkwardness. It is a fine study 
for pupils of some advancement. 
916. Merkel, G. Op. 181. No. 1, Polonaise. 
Grade V. 
This composition to of moderate difficulty, and though not 
especially varied or impassioned, it is brilliant and will serve 
well to give the rhythm of the polonaise to the pupils mind. 
917. Liszt,. Fr. Rhapsodies Hongroises. No. 
2, Edition simplify© par Franz Bendel 
This is a simplification of that best known Hungarian Rhap¬ 
sody of iEfazt, No. 2. It is lowered from CJ minor to Cminor, 
None of the brilliant effect of the original to lost in this edition. 
These studies are too well known to seed introduc¬ 
tion. They are thoroughly musical and interesting. 
Most of them are of the character of pieces. Our 
edition is one of the best on the market, being free 
of mistakes and neatly printed. 
897. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Elfin Dance. 
Grade IV........... 80 
898. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Second Elfin 
Dance. Grade IV.......... 25 
899. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. The North 
Wind and the Pine. Grade IV. 26 
900. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet 
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV... 26 
901. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. In the Twi¬ 
light. Grade IV.... 25 
Gavotte. 
The set of pieces to called “From My Sketch Book.” 
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper to strik¬ 
ingly original in aii his work, and in this set he has 
put forth hto best effort. Those who desire music by 
American compossrs_will find these pieces good rep¬ 
resentatives. Many are giving concerts made up 
solely of. music by American writers. This is com¬ 
mendable. Nothing will do more to enconrage native 
talent than this. All the pieces of this ana the fol¬ 
lowing set are excellent for public performance. 
25 
GlarkrHelen A.-- Complete.. 
This set forms what is called “Ideal Pictures,” ,-t 
(Musterbilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pic- \ 
tares in the Schumanntype, and.well worthy of the 
attention of all lovers of refined art. 
80 
25 
15 
25 
80 
90 
ictlve little pieces. Well 
909. Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bourse 
in G. Grade /v30v^..,. .. 
• Two attractive and instru  
edited by Franc Kullak. ,\ 
910. Bachman,^G. - Les Sylphea’ ‘ 
Valse. Grade III....,... 
This piece has. grown immensely popular, princi¬ 
pally on account of the easy, graceful movement. It 
has no “catchy’.’ places;-rana will give pleasure to 
those not highly developed in mnsic. 
911. Godard, B. Op. 83. Aii Matin. 
Grade V...4....... 
, . Godard has become deservedly fashionable with 
pianists. He is a strong writer in all styles of compo- 
.. sition. Although a violinist his reputation to based 
on his piano compositions and songs. Au Matin is 
. perhaps one of his best efforts.. ; 
25 
60 
50 
EDWARD BAXTER DERBY’S 
Fantasy fqk Piano, 
ID 1103 IDOIR/IEL: El 
BASED UPON THE KH1NK LEGEND. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world.— . j 
Melodious and descriptiveexcellent study for the left hand. 
Played in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr, W. H. Sherwood, since its publication, March 1st, 1888. 
Address THE0. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
BK. P. Xj. BITTER. 
Prioe 76 Cents in Paper; si.oo in Boards. 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
moBt varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro: 
duetien. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony; 
THEO. PRESSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
D ACTYLION. 
FOB PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention'of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. 
To ensure, flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
PmbE $3.60, Net. 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among whom 
are 8. B. Mills, Dr. Louis Maas, Madams Rivs-Kinq, Robert Gold 
bbck, Oarltlx Pstbrsilea, etc., etc. 
Send for circular giving detailed information. 
Address THEODOBE PBES&Mt. 
PUPIL’S LESSON S00K, 
Price 10 Gents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work to to systemize practice and stimulate the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil’s work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit .of their preparation. The date of each lesson to 
also given, and in the back of the little book are four blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER,' 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Fi¥E VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“The Practisal Value of Certain Modern Theories respecting 
Science of Harmony.” By J. 0. Fillmore, Author of “ His¬ 
tory of Music, ’....25 eta. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Rehmaan,^.25 eta. 
“Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pupil.” By Aloys 
He nes.-....15 eta. 
“ Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W, Boat,..._10 eta. 
“ Method of Study:” (For Amateurs.) By C. A Macirore,.10 eta. 
The Five sent by Mail for 50 eta. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1794 Ciwateet 84., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
H. B. STEVENS & CO., 
r lusic Publishers# Importers, 
169 TEEMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
Agents for the low priced Editions of 
Peters and Breitkopf and Hartel, Leipzig1, 
Cotta, Stuttgart, and 
Augener & Co., London. 
ACCOUNTS OPENED ON VEST FAVQBABLE TEEMS. 
ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. 
Catalogues free upon Application, and BuHetina of 
our newv Music sent regularly to -those-sending us 
their names. 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
MUSIC v FOLIOS.^- 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 75 Cent% $6.00 per dazes, by Express. 
This folio to without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PREISER, Phila., Pa. 
AN IMPORTANT WORK. 
lyrtn to t&nbprsfanb ®usir. 
VOL II. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE 91.50. 
Musical Miscellanies", Historical, Critical, 
Philosophical and Pedagogic. 
Among the subjects treated, are Self Cilit u uric, 
Bird’s-eye View of Musical History, Wagner (3 Chapters), 
Theory of. Piano Teaching, Psychologic-relations of 
music, etc., etc; 
Address Publisher,. 
THEO. PRESSE^rPhiladelphia. 
128 THE E T TXT) 
AMERICAN 
ERVATORY OF 
PRf STILN ... SI5COND VOLUME, 
s-—rr1 Studies in Phrasing Square and Upright lanofoites —„_— 5 
WEBER MUSIC HALL, 
, • 
CHICAGO. 
Every Branch of Music agd Elocution, 
COURSE OF STUDY THOROUGH 
AND COMPREHENSIVE. 
Special Department for the Train¬ 
ing of Teachers. 
Fall Term begins September 9th. 
Catalogue sent free on application. 
J. J. HATTSTAEDT, 
DIRECTOR. 
CLASSICAL PIANOFORTE MUSIC 
BY AMERICAS' COMP0SEBS. 
Mme. Saint'- Amarantbe, ) * 7r 
flavotte de Coueej-fc®. Op. 42, J Sternberg, 9 .75 
Serenade. Op. 18, No. 1.Arthur Foote.. - .75 
Swing1 Song...F. L. Lynet... 50 
Tarantelle (4 hands). Op. 21 Edmund S. Mattoon... 1.50 
la Sonpir (The Sigh). Morceau Poetique, 
Edmund S. Mattoon... .75 
First Maznrka.Chat. E. Pratt.50 
Gavotte ...».... .. W. L. Elummtchein, .35 
Witchery. Valse Brilliante...B. E. Menninget. 75 
Concert Polonaise. Op. 37 Wilton G. Smith. 75 
In presenting this series of pianoforte pieces to the public, the 
publishers have had in mind two important points 
First,—An appreciation of the fact that we have American authors 
whose works are of a standard merit and educational value, and 
fully worthy of being presented to the musical public in as attractive 
a form as possible. 
Skoghd.—A belief that both professional and amateur musicians 
will lend us their support in our efforts in behalf of native talent. 
GET THE BEST. 
KARL MERZ’S PIANO METHOD. 
By KARL MERZ. 
Simple, Progressive and Practical, yet Thorough 
"and Complete. 
No piano method ever, published has so quickly come into use as" 
Merit New Piano Method, T_hc best teachers throughout the country 
unite in pronouncing it far superior to »ny work of the kind yet 
written._ - . t ' ' 
TWO EDITIONS ARE PUBLISHED, 
One with American and One. with Foreign Fingering. 
Price $3.00, by Hall,'postpaid. \ 
EQUAL TO THE BEST. 
TERMS REASONABLE. 
Send for Catalogue to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
General Agent, 
No. 1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
_ PHILADELPHIA, PA.__ 
STUDIES IN 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
HENNIHCES’ PRACTICAL GUIDE 
___ • ^ - - 
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF THE PIANOFORTE. 
— By E. W, KRAUSE. J 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. i 
A Systematic ^and Practical Treatment of Measure ) 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of Beales and > 
other exercises. > 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 1 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time.' 
Price $1.50, In Boerds. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
MUSIC PUPIL’S TIME CARD. 
An accurate record of lessons taken and music received. Space 
given to arrange a daily practice schedule; also, for hints and cau¬ 
tions by the teacher, for marking the degree of excellence of each 
lesson, and blank receipts to be filled out at the close of the term. 
Convenient iu form and an incentive to the pupil. 
“ I like the card; think it is entirely practical.”—Emil Liebling, 
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89. 
Price, 50 cents for a Package of 25 Cards. 
FOR SALK BY. 
The Root & Sen's Music Co.v 
CHICAGO, ILL... 
And THEO. PRESSER, 1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.' 
Portraits of Great Musicians. 
SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 Cents. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, 
MOZART, WAGNER. 
OTH1B8 TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion whenever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. ^ j 
' Address JHE PRESSER,t 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
rcs of
ntlals in A thorough course of the dsse i i fingering technics will be 
found indicated; in fact,it is a complete Intimation Book, with many 
valuable hints and explanations, as only a teacher of ripe experience 
can give. 
A BOON TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
Price, bound in Cloth, 75 cents. 
S. BRAINARD’S SONS CO., 
.145 & 147 Wabph Avenue,- 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
MRS. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 81.60 Met 
4 wort W every Mat of the Piano sbonM study 
CONTENTS: 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
ILLVSTBATIONSi 
1. Mendelssohn, First Song without Words. * 
2. Bach, Loure in G. 
3. Chopin, Nocturne in E flat. 
4. Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
5. Schumann, Wamm. 
6. Mendelssohn, Spring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nachtstuecke in F, Op. 23, No. 4. 
8. Bach, Invention in E minor, 3 voice, No. 7. 
9. Schumann, Orillen. 
10. Rubinstein, Melody in F. 
11. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
13. Schumann, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. ' Bach, Sawslsand in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE THREE POEMS FROM “BEN-HUR," 
BY GEN. LEW. WALLACE, 
By HENRY PETIT, Opus 8. 
I. “ Wake not, but hear me. Love30 cents. 
II. The Song of the Nile, “ I Sigh as I Sing,” ... 60 cents. 
III. “ Kapila.” Warrior-Priest, Heroic Song, * - - 60 cents. 
The above are all excellent songs, of medium difficulty, for soprano 
or tenor voice. 
attract from a note by the author of the mutic to the author of the poemt. 
“Although the melodies are Anglo-Saxon in their motives, if the 
songs are intelligently sung by one who understands their musical con¬ 
ception an Eastern impression may be produced,upon the hearer. 
“ II. Thus in ‘ The Hong of the Nile,' Iras is at first -mtntiirr, and 
formulates her wishes in a simple stiain taken from the movement to 
and fro of palm trees; which leadB her to break out in a prayer to the 
god Nitus. Just aa this outburst is developed she bears the god's 
answer, by the same strain In the dominant key, and is carried on by 
the words until she awakens to find it but a dream, and closes with her 
original musing ending in a loftier aspiration. 
“III. As to ‘Kapila.’ The melody here again is Anglo-Saxon, biA 
the fire with which it should be snng is that of a Hindoo enthusiast. 
If the singer can bring ont the sentiment of the words, the strains will, 
it is hoped, be found a suitable vehicle fortheir expression. 
“;II. In the little ‘Song of Tiwah,’ the strings of the nebel have sug¬ 
gested the treatment and controlled the movement. There are endless 
piano movements, embracing arpeggios, for example, which might be 
exquisitely rendered to the words of this poem, but in this case the 
simpiechords have been used, as seemed suggested by ti.a context * * * 
TiraSttfio doubt possessed much sentiment and power of expression, 
but it is extremely doubtful if she would have appreciated the style cf 
the modern virtuoso. 
“ These three songs, if sung consecutively, in their order, reach a cer¬ 
tain climax in themselves as a whole, and so considered may prove an 
appropriate number on a concert programme.” 
^Address Publisher, 
THfEQL FftESSER, PHIU ELPHIA. 
4 8- 
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
; By G. W. BRYANT. 
PRICE l. S o, 
DRAMATIC CANTATA, IN ONE ACT. 
—by— 
ALBERT W. BORST. 
PBI€E §1.00. 
“ The Operetta is as bright musically as it is clever in 
literary construction.”—Liverpool Review. 
London, Novello & Co. 
Philadelphia, Theodore Presses. 
These studies are composed for the purpose of oyei 
coming special faults and defects in piano playing. 
They are to be used only with pupils who have contract • 
certain bad habits. They are a medicine rath .r than a 
ionic. The author has., in these studies, happily < om- 
bin§dj. instruction with pleasure. 
AddreSB publisher, ■ • . 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 
